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Summary: 
Globalisation is intensifying, and the internationalisation of firms highly complicates their 

value chains as well as operations. The world is also becoming more transparent, and 

governments, activists, and media force multinational firms to account for the social 

consequences caused by their operations. Corporate social responsibility (CSR) has thus 

emerged as an inescapable priority for managers all over the world. This study seeks to 

provide an overview of the literature that considers CSR in relation to the 

internationalisation of firms and international business. 33 empirical studies are identified 

and analysed. A special attention has been given to possible literature concerning CSR as a 

factor of competitive advantage. It is found that CSR in relation to international business is a 

relatively new research field. Institutional theory, stakeholder theory, and the resource-based 

view (RBV) are the most commonly used theoretical perspectives in the literature. 

Furthermore, five topics are commonly addressed; drivers of CSR activities, governance to 

ensure CSR, global and local CSR strategies, CSR best practices, and relations between CSR 

and SMEs and MNEs. We contribute to the CSR and international business literature by 

mapping the field. We identify and highlight important topics that have not previously been 

addressed, are underdeveloped, and that reveal conflicting findings. In particular, further 

research must consider both external and internal drivers of CSR simultaneously. 

Furthermore, economic and market-position related effects of engaging in CSR, as well as 

the possibility of CSR being a factor of competitive advantage, must be investigated. Lastly, 

global and local CSR strategies need further elaboration, so do also CSR in relation to SMEs 

and MNEs. 
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I. Abstract 
Globalisation is intensifying, and the internationalisation of firms highly complicates their value 

chains as well as operations. The world is also becoming more transparent, and governments, 

activists, and media force multinational firms to account for the social consequences caused by 

their operations. Corporate social responsibility (CSR) has thus emerged as an inescapable 

priority for managers all over the world. This study seeks to provide an overview of the literature 

that considers CSR in relation to the internationalisation of firms and international business. 33 

empirical studies are identified and analysed. A special attention has been given to possible 

literature concerning CSR as a factor of competitive advantage. It is found that CSR in relation 

to international business is a relatively new research field. Institutional theory, stakeholder 

theory, and the resource-based view (RBV) are the most commonly used theoretical perspectives 

in the literature. Furthermore, five topics are commonly addressed; drivers of CSR activities, 

governance to ensure CSR, global and local CSR strategies, CSR best practices, and relations 

between CSR and SMEs and MNEs. We contribute to the CSR and international business 

literature by mapping the field. We identify and highlight important topics that have not 

previously been addressed, are underdeveloped, and that reveal conflicting findings. In particular, 

further research must consider both external and internal drivers of CSR simultaneously. 

Furthermore, economic and market-position related effects of engaging in CSR, as well as the 

possibility of CSR being a factor of competitive advantage, must be investigated. Lastly, global 

and local CSR strategies need further elaboration, so do also CSR in relation to SMEs and MNEs. 
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1. Introduction 
As globalisation is intensifying, the world is becoming more integrated, and the importance of 

national borders is reducing (Hollensen, 2012). One element of globalisation is the 

internationalisation of firms, expanding their operations, seeking, among other factors, to get 

access to new markets, better or cheaper resources, and new capabilities. As the firms go 

international they extend their value chain, and the impact of their business activities propagate 

to new people and communities. Thus, the firms’ responsibility grows when internationalisation 

processes take place. The management must therefore be aware of, as well as understand, the 

social consequences of the firm’s activities in the locations in which they operate. 

Simultaneously, the internationalisation process also significantly complicates the firms’ 

organisation and business operations. This may give the management teams in the home 

countries challenges with controlling, understanding, and keep track of all their operations and 

activities throughout the value chain. The social consequences of the international firms therefore 

become difficult to handle, and poor, or absent, management may result in engagement of 

socially irresponsible actions. 

 

Unfortunately, not only lack of control may result in socially irresponsible actions performed by 

multinational firms (MNEs). Some firms act in such a way due to the possibility of higher profits 

and increased business performance gained, compared to acting in a socially responsible way. 

Firms may even find it easier to engage in socially irresponsible actions in locations far away 

from the home country, assuming it will never come to light. Furthermore, several countries lack 

the systems and governance structures needed to control that firms act in a socially responsible 

manner. This make it easier for MNEs to take advantage of the local workforce or utilise 

resources in the way best suited for the firm, ignoring issues such as human rights, pollution, or 

scarcity of certain resources. MNEs with a superior position in the local community may also 

make themselves too comfortable, where for example the workforce’s alternative to a low-wage 

job, is no job at all. Superior positioned MNEs may also create challenges for governments that 

acknowledge the social consequences of the firms’ actions, but at the same time recognise that 

the firms make significant contributions to industry development, the location economy, and 

standard of living for some people in the locations. 

 

Globalisation has also created a more transparent world, shedding light on all corners of the 

international firm and its operations. Governments, activists, and media force firms to account 

for the social consequences of their actions. Corporate social responsibility (CSR) has thus 

emerged as an inescapable priority for managers all over the world. Many firms have already 

done much to improve the social and environmental consequences of their actions, in the form 

of either charity or stewardship (Gonzalez-Perez, 2013a). Yet, the efforts have not been as 

productive as they could have been. Firms and their leaders consider CSR as a trade-off and a 

zero-sum game between firm success and social welfare, thus, CSR activities are viewed as a 

cost and a constraint. Furthermore, the external actors pressure firms to think of CSR in generic 

ways and not in the ways most appropriate for the firms’ strategy. This result in CSR to be highly 

disconnected from the business and strategy of firms, and the firms do not recognise the great 

opportunity that CSR can represent for the business. By acknowledging that business and society 

are interdependent, and considering CSR activities closer to the core business of the firm, CSR 
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can rather be a source of opportunity, innovation, and competitive advantage (Porter and Kramer, 

2006). Today, firms have not considered this aspect of CSR, and are throwing away the 

opportunity to improve corporate performance and achieve superior competitiveness through 

their CSR strategy. 

 

The increased attention to CSR is also evident in the international business literature (e.g. 

Rodriguez et al., 2006; Hah and Freeman, 2014; Waldman et al., 2006). Several aspects of CSR 

have received considerable interest, especially governance and environmental issues, as well as 

ethics concerns (Egri and Ralston, 2008). However, similar to international firms, the literature 

has mainly focused on CSR in the form of stewardship and charity. This means that the literature 

combining CSR and international business have given little or no interest to the aspect of firms’ 

opportunity to increase firm success while at the same time benefiting the society, i.e. using CSR 

strategically to obtain a competitive advantage. This is also in correspondence with statements 

of Park and Ghauri (2014), which argue that scholars have overlooked the strategic importance 

of CSR. 

 

The objective of this study is to summarise literature on the subject of social responsibility of 

firms operating across national borders, and identify and analyse key findings and characteristics 

of these studies. Furthermore, we aim to identify themes and aspects of CSR that are missing in 

the literature, have been limited explored, or literature that reveal contradicting findings and need 

further elaboration. In particular, we seek to identify any empirical literature that investigates 

how CSR can be used to create a competitive advantage for MNEs. Furthermore, we aim to 

understand how researchers have investigated this issue, as well as identify and evaluate findings 

of these studies. 

 

First, a conceptual background will be presented, including theory on international business and 

its elements, as well as societal implications of globalisation. Furthermore, definitions and theory 

on CSR, global corporate citizenship, shared value creation, and different theoretical perspectives 

evident in the literature, are included. Next, the methodology of this study will be presented, 

giving an explanation of the identification, collection, and analysis of the literature, as well as 

the limitations of the chosen methodology. Furthermore, an extensive and in-depth review of the 

literature on socially responsible actions and international business will be performed, and 

findings are presented. Subsequently, findings related to the objective of this study will be 

thoroughly discussed, and further research areas are identified. In addition, implications for 

managers and policy makers will be discussed. Lastly, the conclusion is drawn.  
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2. Conceptual background 
This chapter will present relevant theory and concepts applicable for this study. First, theory on 

international business, international trade, internationalisation as well as globalisation will be 

presented. Furthermore, definitions and theories on corporate social responsibility, global 

citizenship and shared value creation will be introduced. Lastly, a description of the three 

theoretical perspectives commonly used in the CSR and international business literature, will be 

given. 

2.1 International business 

The world becomes more and more interconnected through international trade and the increasing 

trend of internationalisation and globalisation (Cavusgil, Knight and Riesenberger, 2008). These 

activities are all key elements of what is called international business, which is the performance 

of trade and investment activities by firms across national borders (Cavusgil, Knight and 

Riesenberger, 2008). 

2.1.1 International trade 

International trade entails firms and nations buying and selling goods across national borders, 

typically through importing and exporting. Today, world trade is in fact growing more than trade 

in general, measured by growth rates of world exports against world gross domestic product 

(Cavusgil, Knight and Riesenberger, 2008). This is highly interconnected with the 

internationalisation of firms. 

2.1.2 Internationalisation 

Internationalisation refers to the increased activities of firms into multiple countries, expanding 

their R&D, production, selling, and other business activities into international markets 

(Hollensen, 2012). Such firms are often referred to as multinational enterprises or MNEs 

(Cavusgil, Knight and Riesenberger, 2008). There are several reasons for why firms choose to 

internationalise, however, for many firms the most fundamental reason for all business activities 

is to make money (Hollensen, 2012). Still, usually a combination of factors drives a firm into 

deciding on a certain business direction. Motives for internationalisation can be divided into 

proactive and reactive motives. 

 

Proactive motives for internationalisation intend to change the strategy of the firm, based on its 

interest in exploiting unique competences or market possibilities. The purpose of reactive motives 

for internationalisation, on the other hand, is to react on external pressures or threats in either the 

firm’s home market or foreign markets, or both. They passively adjust to these markets by 

changing their business activities over time. The table below presents examples of motives for 

internationalisation (e.g. Hollensen, 2012; Cavusgil, Knight and Riesenberger, 2008): 

 

Proactive motives Reactive motives 

 Earn higher profits and margins 

 Growth opportunities through market diversification 

 Competitive pressures from home 

market and foreign markets 
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 Technology competence/unique product 

 Develop economies of scale 

 Gain new ideas about products, services, and business 

methods 

 Gain access to lower-cost or better-value factors of 

production 

 Be closer to supply sources, benefit from global 

sourcing advantages, or gain flexibility in the sourcing 

of products. 

 Invest in potentially rewarding relationships 

 Managerial urge 

 Tax benefits 

 A small and saturated home market 

 Proximity to international customers 

and smaller psychological distance 

 Overproduction or excess capacity 

in home market 

 Unsolicited foreign orders 

 Extend sales of seasonal products 

Table 1: Motives for internationalisation  

2.2 Globalisation 

International trade and internationalisation can among other drivers lead to globalisation 

(International Monetary Fund, 2000). Cavusgil, Knight and Riesenberger (2008) suggest that 

globalisation entails that economies become more integrated and interdependent on countries 

worldwide, and Hollensen (2012) emphasise that such integration reduces the importance of 

national borders. Several authors agree on the definition of globalisation as ‘the process of the 

extension of the free market, embodying a political, social, cultural and economic revolution, 

which transcends previous nation-state boundaries and preceding sovereignties’ (Buckley and 

Ghauri, 2004; Held, Goldblatt and Perraton, 1999; Hood and Young, 2000; Kali and Reyes, 2007; 

Mazlish, 2005; Rugman, 2009; Shenkar, 2004; cited in Gonzalez-Perez, 2013b, pp.2). 

 

Due to the increased international business activity of firms, globalisation is intensifying 

(Beinhocker, Davis and Mendonca, 2009). A report presented by McKinsey Global Institute 

(2014) shows that in 2012, the amounted flow of goods, services, and finance was 36 precent of 

the world GDB, which is one and a half times the level registered in 1990. In 2014, one out of 

three goods are crossing national borders, and one third of all investments are international. It is 

found that this development is expected to continue, and even increase (Manyika et al., 2014). 

2.3 Societal implications of globalisation 

Due to the increasing globalisation, firms no longer only affect the community in their home 

countries, but also create a great impact on the communities in which they operate abroad 

(Gonzalez-Perez, 2013b). Implications may be several, extending from environmental issues 

through human rights and ethics to disruption of nation economies (e.g. Cruz and Boehe, 2008; 

Dam and Scholtens, 2008; Iyer, 2001; Engle, 2006). 

 

Gonzalez-Perez (2013b) presents several negative consequences of globalisation. She 

distinguishes between workplace related and beyond workplace related effects. Workplace-

related consequences, on the one hand, entail working relations and working conditions. Beyond 

workplace related effects, on the other hand, involve issues separate from the workplace. It is 
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clarified, however, that this distinction does not imply that the terms are wholly separated from 

each other. 

2.3.1 Workplace related effects 

Workplace-related consequences can be dependent on the competitive strategy of the MNEs 

(Gonzalez-Perez, 2013b). Some authors suggest that firms can either take a ‘low-road’ or a ‘high-

road’ strategy (Jacobson, 1998, cited in Gonzalez-Perez, 2013b). The low-road strategy involves 

companies that seek cost-leadership, and this strategy often leads to excessive cuts in production 

costs. The consequences of this are often low wages and poor working conditions for employees. 

The high-road, on the other hand, suggests that firms differentiate on products and production 

processes through innovative practices, competing on quality rather than price. In order to do 

this, the firms have to ensure they use the best human and technological resources available. 

However, this may result in downsizing and unemployment. In reality, firms are somewhere 

between the high and the low road, and as a consequence, communities may suffer from both. 

 

In addition to changes in the work organisation, globalisation may also result in complications 

for marginalised groups of working people such as foreign and migrant labour, and female labour 

(Gonzalez-Perez, 2013b). For immigrants it is often taken for granted that they have a lack of 

knowledge and skills, and cultural and language barriers may leave them more exposed. Also, 

women in developing countries are often considered less attractive in the labour market due to 

lower education, lower health spending, and responsibilities in the home. As a consequence, both 

these groups may experience challenges with low wages, low security, exploitation, injustice, or 

inequality by the employer. In addition, globalisation may lead to engagement of child labour in 

developing countries, as it is cheap and therefore may contribute to cut costs. Thus, this makes 

the country less expensive and often more attractive for potential foreign investors. 

2.3.2 Beyond workplace related effects 

Gonzalez-Perez (2013b) also suggests consequences beyond the workplace. First, cultural 

imperialism may be one such, establishing control of people’s minds through imposition of 

culture. This can include values, worldview, lifestyles, and so on. Second, environmental 

concerns associated with globalisation are extensive. This can include expansion of agriculture 

land, pressure on natural resources, emissions, and changes in agricultural habitats. Third, unfair 

trade is mentioned as a negative effect of globalisation. Protectionist policies, costly trade 

agreements, changes in prices, or technological changes may harm vulnerable nations that are 

dependent on few goods. Lastly, globalisation challenges the nation-state in its role as the 

citizens’ interests’ representative, as its governance enters into competition with the global 

system and its forms of representation for civil society. Nation-states’ influence may therefore 

decline. 

2.4 Corporate social responsibility 

The social implications of internationalisation and globalisation have given an increased interest 

in how firms should take social responsibility (Williams, 2011). Through an increased 
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engagement of organisations as well as international media coverage, the world has become more 

transparent and brings forward firms’ socially irresponsible actions to the world’s society. Thus, 

consumers, governments, and organisations put pressure on firms to account for the social 

implications of their actions. Consequently, the term corporate social responsibility (CSR) has 

emerged and become a part of many firms’ strategy (Porter and Kramer, 2006). 

2.4.1 The definition and perception of CSR 

Today there is no clear definition of CSR, and it means different things to different groups of 

people. This reflects the fact that the term has evolved through time, and there are different 

opinions on where it first originated (Gonzalez-Perez, 2013a). History shows that firms have 

been concerned about issues in the society for centuries and have taken socially responsible 

actions to solve them. However, it is not after 1950 a development in the interest of CSR in the 

literature is evident (Carroll, 1999). Davis (1960, p.70, cited in Gonzalez-Perez, 2013a, p.4) 

proposes that CSR refers to ‘business men’s decision and actions taken for persons at least 

partially beyond the firm’s direct economic and technical interest’. In 1963, McGuire defined the 

idea of social responsibility as firms’ responsibility to the society that goes beyond their 

economic and legal obligations. Since then, there has been done new research on the area and 

different views have developed (Gonzalez-Perez, 2013a). Davis and Post (1988, cited in 

Gonzalez-Perez, 2013a) present two principles as contributors to the modern views of CSR: the 

principle of charity, and the principle of stewardship. The principle of charity involves how firms 

use their corporate power and resources for the good of society. The principle of stewardship, on 

the other hand, entails the opinion that firms have an obligation to serve society’s needs, as their 

wealth is generated from operations performed within the society. 

 

Gonzalez-Perez (2013a) explains how the perception of CSR has evolved in accordance with the 

need and state of society. In the earlier nineteenth century firms thought that they should have 

one goal only; profit maximising. Neither charity nor stewardship was considered, as managers 

were of the opinion that what was good for the business was also good for the society. However, 

the Great Depression in the 1930s forced managers to reconsider firms’ effect on society. The 

firms had no longer only their stockholders to answer to, they had to consider everyone that had 

a stake in the firm. During the 1960s, society’s focus evolved beyond economic scarcity, and 

stakeholders started to pay attention to other consequences of firms’ actions, such as 

environmental pollution, working conditions, and discrimination. Thus, firms’ socially 

responsible actions developed to include both charity and stewardship. The historical evolution 

of firms’ view on how to be socially responsible shows that the perception of CSR is a social 

construct, dependent on the social challenges of the society at a certain time. 

2.4.2 Global corporate citizenship 

After year 2000, global corporate citizenship (GCC) has evolved into a common term used in 

relation to CSR. This is a further development of managers’ perception of CSR, where their focus 

on firms’ impact on society and relation with stakeholders are fundamental to core business 

operations (von Weltzien Hoivik and Melé, 2009). As firms’ international activities increase, so 

does their responsibility to society to be a good global corporate citizen (Cavusgil, Knight and 
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Riesenberger, 2008). As presented above, globalisation leads to many social implications that for 

many firms can be seen as threats. GCC can transform these threats into challenges that need to 

be balanced, or even into opportunities for new behaviour (Logsdon and Wood, 2005). 

2.4.3 Shared value creation 

Porter and Kramer (2006) introduce a somewhat different view on CSR. They do not consider 

CSR as a trade-off and a zero-sum game between firm success and social welfare, as have usually 

been the case among firms and leaders. They propose how CSR can be used as a source of 

opportunity, innovation, and competitive advantage, rather than only a cost and a constraint. 

Competitive advantage, as defined by Porter (1985), is the way a company manage to perform 

better than its competitors. He argues that competitive advantage can be accomplished through 

either a low cost or differentiation strategy. Porter and Kramer (2006) aim to examine how CSR 

can be integrated in firms’ strategy in order to create a unique position where they do things 

differently in a way that lowers costs or serves a particular set of customers in a better way. 

 

Porter and Kramer (2006) also argue that the way many firms implement CSR activities today is 

not enough to create a competitive advantage. They state that firms want to please their 

stakeholders and do only what are expected of them, just to increase or retain their reputation. 

This results in CSR activities that are isolated from the firms’ operating units, and will therefore 

not create a long-term competitive advantage. The term strategic CSR is presented to explain 

how CSR can be used to create shared value, i.e. how a MNE’s choices regarding CSR will 

benefit both the firm and the society. Strategic CSR involves being proactive and not just 

performing damage control through PR campaigns. It goes beyond being a good global citizen, 

which is perceived by the authors as taking care of stakeholders’ social concerns and mitigating 

existing or anticipated consequences from business activities. Thus, shared value creation comes 

forth as a fourth view of CSR, complementing the views of charity, stewardship, and global 

corporate citizenship. In order to create shared value, Porter and Kramer (2006) argue that 

managers must take both an inside-out and outside-in approach. 

 

The inside-out approach, as presented by Porter and Kramer (2006), considers the social 

consequences of the firm’s operations throughout the value chain. These consequences can be 

positive, such as decreasing unemployment, or negative, as pollution or misuse of raw materials. 

The firm should try to reduce as much as possible of its negative consequences. In addition, it is 

important, when taking this approach, to clearly know and understand the firm’s resources and 

capabilities. This approach generates important insight into which social issues the firm is best 

suited to solve. The outside-in approach, as presented by Porter and Kramer (2006), considers 

how social conditions influence the competitiveness of the firm. The management needs to 

understand the firm’s competitive context, which can be divided into four areas: the quality and 

quantity of available business inputs, the rules and incentives that govern competition, the size 

and sophistication of local demand, and the local availability of supporting industries. It is not 

possible to solve all of the social issues that lie within the competitive context, so the firm should 

try to solve those that have the most significant impact for the firm. 
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Porter and Kramer (2006) stress that shared value creation is accomplished by identifying and 

investing in those actions that solve social issues tied closely to the firm’s business. Each firm 

has to understand which problems it is best suited to solve through their own resources and 

capabilities, and where it can gain best possible competitive benefit. 

2.5 Common theories in the CSR and international business literature 

The majority of the literature that investigates issues related to CSR and international business is 

based on three theories: Stakeholder theory, Institutional theory and The Resource-based View 

(RBV). These well-known theories are used to understand and explain the choices MNEs and 

their managers make when developing a CSR strategy, as well as in their daily CSR activities. 

Both the stakeholder theory and institutional theory fall under the outside-in perspective, while 

the resource-based view belongs under the inside-out perspective. Consequently, using the RBV 

result in a different view of why and how MNEs use CSR as a part of their business activities. 

The three theories are further elaborated below. 

2.5.1 Stakeholder theory 

Stakeholder theory seeks to explain how all groups taking an interest in a firm may influence its 

actions (Hah and Freeman, 2013). In order to gain legitimacy a MNE needs to meet the 

considerations of both external and internal stakeholders (Werther Jr. and Chandler, 2005). 

Furthermore, Park, Chidlow and Choi (2014) argue that firms need to integrate the needs and 

values of stakeholders that can influence the MNE’s outcome, into strategic and operational 

decision making processes, in order to increase the MNE’s possibility for success in host 

countries. Thus, CSR can be used to maintain legitimacy of the MNE’s actions within the broader 

society, as well as valuing the interdependent relationships between the firm and its stakeholders 

(Hah and Freeman, 2013). 

2.5.2 Institutional theory 

The institutional theory can be used to explain how MNEs’ strategies and behaviour in host 

countries are influenced by the systems enclosing the firm (Park, Chidlow and Choi, 2014). 

Different countries and industries often have a certain practice or a way of doing things that is 

considered as the correct and most efficient way of performing business activities (Jacobsen, 

2004). To gain external legitimacy from government, customers, and other firms, as well as 

reduce the situational uncertainty and ambiguity, MNEs may need to adopt and comply with the 

institutional elements in the host country (Park, Chidlow and Choi, 2014). This is called 

institutional isomorphism, and explains how organisations often develop in a similar direction 

(Armbrüster, 2006). MNEs’ implementations of CSR in host countries are thus performed in 

relation to government regulations as well as to practices of other firms. 

2.5.3 The Resource-based View 

The resource-based view (RBV) considers the firm’s resource base, which includes all resources 

of the firm that can be used for the performance of value-adding activities (de Wit and Meyer, 

2010). The RBV is often used to investigate which activities a firm is best suited to perform, and 
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is thus related to firm success. There is no generally accepted classification of firm resources (or 

assets), however, resources are commonly divided into tangible and intangible resources. Barney 

(1991) suggest that firms can obtain competitive advantages by implementing strategies that are 

based on firm resources and capabilities that exploit the firm’s internal strengths and pursue 

external opportunities while avoiding internal weaknesses and countervail external threats. In 

order to secure sustained competitive advantage, Barney (1991) argues that resources and 

capabilities must be valuable, rare, and not easily imitated or substituted relative to competitors’. 

Thus, when developing a CSR strategy, the MNEs’ resources and capabilities are the 

determinants of which CSR activities the firm should engage in. 
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3. Methodology 
The following chapter addresses the methodology of this literature review. First, an explanation 

of the literature search process will be presented, including arguments for chosen search methods, 

selection of keywords, and search algorithm. Further, the method used for analysing the literature 

will be explained in detail, including the selection process of articles and the literature review 

process. 

3.1 Literature search process 

The literature search was executed using two different methods: a keyword search in an online 

database, and a reference search. The following section will provide an explanation on each of 

the two methods, as well as selection criteria for the literature found. 

3.1.1 Keyword search 

Most of the literature is collected from an online database after performing a keyword search. A 

database that covered themes on international business and ethical, environmental, and CSR 

related issues, was needed. Scopus is the largest abstract and citation database of peer-reviewed 

literature (Elsevier B.V., 2014), and this database was chosen due to its multidisciplinary and 

broad range of coverage in literature. Scopus was therefore likely to provide extensive and 

relevant search results for the literature review. 

 

The keyword search was executed in the search fields of both ‘abstract’ and ‘title’. These two 

fields were chosen as they most often include the main focus and scope of the articles. Thus, the 

literature review would be based on articles that have a research focus relevant and applicable 

for this study. Due to limitations in the functionality of Scopus, the search was first done for the 

‘abstract’ search field and then in the ‘title’ search field. This was done in order to include all 

relevant literature in the search, as doing a search in both fields at the same time may exclude 

some literature. No constraints were set in the search regarding publication year. 

 

Search algorithm 

ABS((internationalisation OR international business) AND ABS(social responsibility OR shared value creation 

OR create shared value OR global citizenship OR accountability)) OR TITLE((internationalisation OR 

international business) AND TITLE(social responsibility OR shared value creation OR create shared value OR 

global citizenship OR accountability)) 

Table 2: Search algorithm 

 

In order to identify literature relevant for this study’s research focus, several keywords were used. 

As this study seeks to examine the relationship between CSR-activities and MNEs, it was 

important that the literature included either the keyword ‘internationalisation’ or ‘international 

business’. The terms are often used interchangeably. 

 

Furthermore, the CSR construct is, as mentioned in the previous chapter, both unclear and 

diverse, involving many different activities and definitions. Therefore, for each of the 

abovementioned keywords, the literature also had to include one of the following keywords: 
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‘social responsibility’, ‘global citizenship’, ‘accountability’, ‘shared value creation’, or ‘create 

shared value’. Altogether, these terms cover a broad range of the CSR literature. These keywords 

were chosen in order to make sure that all articles relevant for the research focus were identified. 

 

‘Social responsibility’ was chosen as a keyword since it is a part of the term CSR and involves 

the actions of being socially responsible. This keyword would also return literature including the 

term ‘corporate social responsibility’. 

 

The terms ‘shared value creation’ and ‘create shared value’ were used to investigate whether 

there exist any literature that takes on the view, as presented by Porter and Kramer (2006). By 

including ‘create shared value’ it could also be possible to identify literature that share Porter and 

Kramer’s view, but that may not have used, or are aware of, their theoretical framework. 

 

The term ‘global citizenship’ was used as a keyword due its relation to CSR, as mentioned in the 

theory chapter. Firms that think of themselves as global citizens are likely to act socially 

responsible. ‘Accountability’ is also a word that often is used in the context of CSR and can be 

looked as a synonym to social responsibility. 

3.1.2 Reference search 

A reference search was performed in addition to the keyword search. This was done in case the 

Scopus keyword search for unknown reasons may have excluded important findings for the 

literature review. This search was done in the articles already found in the keyword search. 

Articles selected for the literature review included interesting articles on the topic combining 

CSR and international business. Especially, articles focusing on topics that may be associated 

with CSR and competitive advantage were of particular interest. 

 

Table 3 provides an overview of the number of articles retrieved from the two different search 

procedures. Interestingly, it is worth mentioning that the keyword search including the term 

‘shared value creation’ or ‘create shared value’ returned no results. 

 

 

Search procedure Number of articles 

Keyword search 52 

Reference search 2 

Table 3: Search results  

3.2 Processing the literature 

In order to easily analyse and compare the literature identified, an extensive and strictly objective 

table of the literature investigated, was developed. This table includes all key characteristics of 

the literature, see table 4. The characteristics of each article were filled into the table along the 

way, as the reading process took place. 
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Title Author(s) Year Journal Research 

focus 

Methodology Main 

findings 

Article 

title 

Author(s) of 

the article 

Publication 

year 

The journal it 

is published in 

The aim of 

the research 

The method used to 

answer the research 

question 

Key 

findings 

Table 4: Literature review table  

3.2.1 Selection process 

Some criteria were set in order to decide which articles to discard and which articles to keep for 

the literature review. The aim of this process was to arrive at a sample of relevant articles to be 

reviewed in more detail. 

 

The first criterion demanded that all articles must be based on empirical data. Thus, using the 

table developed the articles were identified as either conceptual or empirical, based on the 

research methodology used. Conceptual articles are defined as those using only theory to answer 

the different research questions posed. These articles do not use any empirical studies to confirm 

findings, and were thus excluded from the review, remaining only empirically based articles. 

This was done in order to base the study on facts and actual findings, rather than conceptual 

theories. The aim was to obtain a literature review containing of a consistent sample of articles. 

21 articles were excluded from the literature review on the basis of this criterion. 

 

A second criterion was used in order to exclude articles that were not related to the areas of 

interest, and thus irrelevant for the subsequent review. To evaluate this criterion, a manual 

screening and evaluation of the research focus was performed. Only the articles that we felt 

certain of being out of scope were to be removed from the review. However, no articles in the 

literature review were excluded on the basis of this criterion. This resulted in the final literature 

review containing 33 articles. 

3.2.2 Literature review process 

The final table of the selected literature provided important characteristics and findings. First, the 

table was used to identify the different journals in which the literature was published. This could 

be interesting to investigate, as this may say something about the distribution among journals, 

and whether a narrow or broad range of journals were represented. Such findings may reveal 

what type of disciplines are interested in the subject and acknowledge CSR as an important issue 

for MNEs. 

 

Further, the geographical distribution among researchers and empirical data collected was also 

identified. This spread may also reveal who is interested in the subject, as well as where this 

subject is relevant for MNEs. Country of origin of researchers is based on the country of the 

research institution the researchers have affiliation to. This was chosen as it may indicate a certain 

interests or research focus in that particular country. 

 

Research focus over time was investigated in order to see if there has been an uneven interest 

within the field of CSR and international business over longer periods of time, and whether the 
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interest has increased or retreated the recent years. This may say something about the subject’s 

importance and relevance for MNEs, as well as different societies around the world. 

 

The distribution amongst research methodologies was also identified, distinguishing between 

qualitative and quantitative research. This was done in order to obtain a better understanding of 

the evidence behind key findings and conclusions in the articles that make up the literature 

review. Also the distribution of research methodologies over time was identified. This could 

indicate a certain development or increased interest of the research area. 

 

Lastly, common theoretical perspectives used in the CSR and international business literature, 

were identified. This was done in order to get a better understanding and ability to evaluate the 

findings in the literature. In addition, common topics addressed in the literature were identified 

and analysed. This could reveal heightened interest in certain subjects, conflicting findings, or 

need for a specific research focus. Significant effort was also given in order to identify possible 

gaps in the literature, such as certain topics, theoretical perspectives, or focuses. Any gaps in the 

literature may prevent a full understanding of the subject of CSR in combination with 

international business, and thus need to be further elaborated. 

3.3 Methodological limitations 

There are some limitations of the methodology of this literature review that need to be considered. 

First, there are some limitations regarding the search methods used. The literature search was 

highly dependent on keywords when performing the search in the Scopus database. Keywords 

were carefully chosen in order to cover all aspects of literature combining CSR and international 

business, especially with respect to literature on CSR. However, the research focus on CSR is 

broad and still developing, and, as mentioned in the theory chapter, the term has no clear 

definition. Furthermore, other terms that were not included as keywords may have been used by 

researchers to explain the phenomena or other similar phenomena, which may be incorporated 

in the CSR term. Therefore, the authors of this study may have failed to identify literature that 

could have been applicable in this literature review. 

 

The keyword search was also limited to literature available in Scopus. Articles that were 

unavailable in this online database were not included in the literature review. In addition, the 

reference search may have been affected by subjectivity. Articles found using this search method 

highly focused on CSR and competitive advantage, and not CSR and international business in 

general. This may have contributed to exclusion of applicable literature. 

 

Limitations may also apply regarding the first exclusion criteria used in the selection process. 

The literature review includes empirical studies only, excluding all conceptual studies. Therefore, 

it is not certain that the empirical studies include all theoretical aspects found in the literature on 

CSR and international business. Findings may lack some aspects of the literature that exist but 

are not yet empirically tested, thus affecting the results of this literature review. 
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Lastly, the literature review process might have been affected by subjectivity. This process was 

performed by the authors and based on their individual judgement and evaluation. Hence, there 

exists a possibility that the literature review is not strictly objective. 
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4. Findings 
This chapter provides an overview of this study’s literature findings and characteristics. The 

characteristics of the studies investigated will be presented in detail, i.e. the different journals 

represented in the literature review, geographical spread, research focus over time, and research 

methodologies used. Furthermore, common topics addressed in the CSR and international 

business literature, as well as theoretical perspectives and approaches used to analyse the 

different research questions, will be presented. 

4.1 Overview of the studies within the literature review 

The table on the following pages presents an overview of the articles that make up this 

literature review. The table includes all key characteristics: author, publication year, journal, 

research focus, methodology, and a short description of the main findings in each article.
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Author(s) Title Year Journal Research focus Methodology Main findings 

Laudal Drivers and barriers of 

CSR and the size and 

internationalization of 

firms 

2011 Social Responsibility 

Journal 

Investigates the different drivers and 

barriers that influence companies CSR 

activities, and see them in relation to 

firm size and degree of 

internationalisation as the firm evolves 

from a SME to a MNE. 

Quantitative: Survey of 182 

managers in Norwegian 

clothing industry based on a 

literature review 

Eight main drivers and barriers are identified through the 

literature review and confirmed by the results from the survey. 

It is evident that different drivers and barriers affect the 

company’s CSR strategy, as it evolve from a SME to a MNE. 

This is due different business contexts and resources and 

capabilities available. 

von Weltzien 

Hoivik and 

Melé 

Can an SME Become a 

Global Corporate Citizen? 

Evidence from a Case 

Study 

2009 Journal of Business 

Ethics 

Seeks to identify if SMEs also can 

become Global Corporate Citizens 

(GCC), or if this is only for MNEs. It is 

also investigated if SMEs can afford 

the requirements of being a GCC and if 

they have to follow the same practices 

as MNEs. 

Qualitative: Case study of 

Stormberg, a Norwegian 

clothing company. 

MNEs are not the only ones who can become GCC. SMEs can 

also be GCC as long as their activities have a global impact in 

some way or another, or can contribute to better practices 

worldwide. Being a global citizen is compatible with being a 

profitable company, but further research is needed to confirm 

this. SMEs do not need to follow the practices of MNEs, instead 

they can develop their own innovative ways of being a GCC. 

The managers’ character and values have a big influence on 

how CSR is understood and adopted by the employees. 

Nachum and 

Schmid 

Conflicting Forces for 

Internationalization of 

Hydropower Equipment 

Producers: Reconciling 

Sustainability and CSR 

with MNEs' International 

Strategies 

2013 Advances in 

Sustainability and 

Environmental Justice 

Aim to explain why companies engage 

in international activities, when their 

characteristics entail conflicting 

arguments for international expansion. 

Qualitative: Case study of the 

largest MNEs producers of 

hydropower plant equipment. 

There are several ways to deal successfully with the conflicting 

pressure of international strategy and their performance 

outcomes. The firms' histories and competitive advantages 

shape the choices they make in the face of these conflicts. In 

addition this leads to several ways to address the conflicting 

forces of internationalization and sustainability and CSR 

issues. 

Windsor International business, 

corruption, and Bribery 

2013 Advances in 

Sustainability and 

Environmental Justice 

Investigates how CSR can be used by 

MNEs to tackle commercial and 

governmental corruption. 

Qualitative: Evaluate 

international anticorruption 

initiatives and data of 

corruption around the world. 

Corruption can be found all around the world, but though 

varying by country and industry. There is a formal global norm 

against corruption developed through international 

anticorruption accords, and active national enforcement is 

increasing. The cost of corruption is high both economically 

and politically. MNEs are best suited to resist getting involved 

in corruption. 
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Cruz 

and Boehe 

CSR in the global market 

place - Towards 

sustainable global value 

chains 

2008 Management decision Seeks to identify emergent issues when 

sustainability is introduced to global 

value chains, as well as understand 

under which conditions a sustainable 

global value chain can achieve 

international competitive advantage. 

Qualitative: Case study of 

JOBEK, a Dutch hammock 

producer. 

Three factors which can explain why sustainable global value 

chains achieve international competitive advantage are 

identified: bargaining power between actors in the value chain, 

differentiation strategy along the value chain, and collaborative 

awareness building throughout the value chain. 

Campbell, 

Eden and 

Miller 

Multinationals and 

corporate social 

responsibility in host 

countries: Does distance 

matter? 

2010 Journal of 

International Business 

Studies 

Seeks to contribute to the 

understanding of CSR practices in 

MNEs, as well as when and how MNEs 

try to overcome legitimacy issues in 

host countries. 

Quantitative: Analysis of 182 

foreign bank affiliates in 32 

countries, based on database 

information from 1990 to 2007. 

Foreign affiliates can improve their social legitimacy and 

overcome liability of foreignness in host countries by 

committing to local social issues through CSR activities. Even 

though firms at a greater distance from the home country 

should benefit more by engaging in CSR activities, these firms 

are less likely to do so due to poor willingness and ability. 

Further, firms' CSR reputation is positively related to the 

likelihood of engaging in CSR and reduces the negative effect 

of distance from the home country. 

Cerne Like a Bridge Over 

Troubled Water: 

Discourses Integrating 

Corporate Social 

Responsibility and 

Growth in International 

Business 

2011 The Journal of 

Interdisciplinary 

Economics 

Seeks to understand how companies 

engaging in international business can 

balance between the conflicting 

perspectives on CSR and growth, and 

integrate this into business activities. 

Qualitative: Case study of 

British fishing companies from 

2002 to 2005. 

CSR activities are identified and related to three different 

categories: CSR as a comparative advantage, CSR as a 

consumer preference, and CSR through perfect markets. By 

combining knowledge from these different categories new 

solutions to sustainability and other issues could be developed 

to solve issues found in international business. Using an 

interdisciplinary perspective can lead to developing of models 

that are more likely to be used in empirical settings. 

Peng The effect of national 

corporate responsibility 

environment on Japanese 

MNC's location choice 

2008 Academy of 

Management Annual 

Meeting Proceedings 

This study undertakes a 

multidimensional analysis of the 

relationships between various 

dimensions and their interactions of the 

national corporate responsibility index 

(NCRI) and MNCs' location choice at a 

firm level. 

Quantitative: Use data on 

Japanese MNCs' location 

choices and NRCI, analysed 

through McFadden's 

conditional logit model (CLM) 

Institutional pressure is the reason for why MNEs act socially 

responsible. If a MNE has the opportunity to choose location 

they act in a self-serving way. This study also demonstrates the 

effect of the company's various dimensions on location choice 

at a firm level. 
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Muller Global Versus Local CSR 

Strategies 

2006 European 

Management Journal 

Considers whether MNEs should 

develop global or local CSR strategies 

by investigating CSR practices and 

subsidiary autonomy. 

Qualitative: Case study of 

Mexican subsidiaries of seven 

European MNEs in the 

automotive industry. 

Those subsidiaries that perceive themselves as autonomous are 

more proactive an engaged in CSR. Interestingly, these 

subsidiaries draw from their parent companies and develop 

CSR strategies based on their overall CSR vision, rather than 

respond to local contexts. This indicates that parent companies 

may use a 'soft hand' approach in order to make subsidiaries 

adopt practices they might resist under pressure. 

Chakrabarty 

and Wang 

The Long-Term 

Sustenance of 

Sustainability Practices in 

MNCs: A Dynamic 

Capabilities Perspective of 

the Role of R&D and 

Internationalisation 

2012 Journal of Business 

Ethics 

Investigates which factors that allow 

MNCs to maintain their sustainability 

practices in the long-term. Looks at 

both the development and 

sustenance of sustainability practices in 

the view of the dynamic capabilities 

perspective. 

Quantitative: Analysis based on 

information from three 

databases from 1989 to 2009 

MNCs that have both a high R&D intensity and a high level of 

internationalisation are more likely to develop more 

sustainability practices and to maintain more of those practices 

over time, than MNCs with low R&D intensity and low level 

of internationalisation. MNCs should therefore 

include investment in R&D and embracement of international 

expansion into their long-term strategy. 

Zyglidopoulos The Social and 

Environmental 

Responsibilities of 

Multinationals: Evidence 

from the Brent Spar Case 

2002 Journal of Business 

Ethics 

Seeks to identify the difference in 

environmental and social responsibility 

that MNCs face compared to their 

national counterparts. 

Qualitative: Case study of the 

Brent Spar situation in 1995 

MNCs face levels of environmental and social responsibility 

higher than their national counterparts. This is due to 

international reputation side effects and foreign stakeholder 

salience. These two mechanisms influence the social 

responsibility of MNCs, and can work as a substitute to a 

possible missing international enforcement agency. 
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Chen and 

Bouvain 

Is Corporate 

Responsibility 

Converging? A 

Comparison of Corporate 

Responsibility Reporting 

in the USA, UK, 

Australia, and Germany 

2009 Journal of Business 

Ethics 

Seeks to compare CSR reporting of 

firms in different industries and 

countries by looking at adoption of a 

global CSR standard. 

Quantitative: Analysis of CSR 

reports of leading companies in 

the US, UK, Australia, and 

Germany. 

Firstly, membership in UN Global Compact have an effect on 

CSR reporting but only in certain areas, i.e. in relation to 

environment and workers. Second, businesses from different 

countries vary significantly in the extent to which they promote 

CSR and the CSR issues they choose to emphasise. These 

country differences appear to be in relation to institutional 

arrangements in these countries. 

Husted and 

Allen 

Corporate Social 

Responsibility in the 

Multinational Enterprise: 

Strategic and Institutional 

approaches 

2006 Journal of 

International Business 

Studies 

Seeks to investigate the relationship of 

global and local (country-specific) 

corporate social responsibility to 

international organisational strategy in 

developing countries. 

Quantitative: Survey of MNEs 

operating in Mexico. 

Local CSR is more common among multi-domestic and 

transnational MNEs than among global MNEs. Global CSR, 

however, are equally common among all types of MNEs. As a 

conclusion, the authors state that MNEs are more likely to 

manage CSR according to institutional pressures rather than a 

strategic logic. 

Williams Engaging values in 

international business 

practice 

2011 Business Horizons The aim of this article is to look at the 

importance of establishing values in 

MNCs, and how this can be done. 

Qualitative: Query of managers 

in MNCs. 

Engagement of workplace values is a practical guide to ethical 

decisions by managers. Managers have personal interpretations 

of the same work values, and it is therefor important that each 

organization develop a specific definition of the values. To 

implement values in a MNC there should be a process of 

determining, adopting, and reinforcing workplace values. 

Jamali The CSR of MNC 

Subsidiaries in 

Developing Countries: 

Global, Local, Substantive 

or Diluted? 

2010 Journal of Business 

Ethics 

Seeks to obtain better understanding of 

the factors that influence CSR 

involvement of MNC subsidiaries in 

developing countries and aspects of 

globalisation versus localisation in their 

strategies. 

Qualitative: Case study of 10 

MNCs in Lebanon. 

Global CSR is spread out to MNE subsidiaries in developing 

countries, however, it is also weakened or diluted along the way 

as each subsidiary tailor the CSR strategy to specific subsidiary 

endowments and local market characteristics. Further, results 

indicate that is an action in response to corporate directives 

rather than the desire to impact local communities and making 

a difference in the context of host societies. 
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Strike, Gao 

and Bansal 

Being good while being 

bad: social responsibility 

and the international 

diversification of US firms 

2006 Journal of 

International Business 

Studies 

Aims to examine whether international 

diversification is related to CSR. 

Quantitative: Analysis of 

database information of 222 

publicly traded US firms from 

1993 to 2003. 

There exist a statistically significant, positive linear 

relationship between international diversification and CSR. 

This relationship also exists between international 

diversification and corporate social irresponsibility (CSiR). 

This means that internationalisation results in both more CSR 

and CSiR, and MNEs can be good while at the same time be 

bad. In particular, from the RBV, reputation and learning 

activities increase CSR, while complexity increases CSiR. 

Logsdon and 

Wood 

Global Business 

Citizenship and Voluntary 

Codes of Ethical Conduct 

2005 Journal of Business 

Ethics 

Explains theory and processes of 

Global Business Citizenship (GBC) 

and uses this to identify and illustrate 

attributes of a code of conduct that 

would reflect a GBC: 

Qualitative: website examples 

of the code of conduct of six 

global petroleum companies. 

GBC can solve many of the challenges that MNCs meet from 

their stakeholders in today’s globalized society. And the 

business code of conduct is the first step in becoming a GBC. 

A GBC emphasis in corporate codes can be found in 

orientation, implementation, and accountability language. 

Waldman et 

al. 

Cultural and Leadership 

Predictors of Corporate 

Social Responsibility 

Values of Top 

Management: A GLOBE 

Study of 15 Countries 

2006 Journal of 

International Business 

Studies 

Seeks to find how CSR values vary in 

decision-making processes, due to 

cultural and leadership differences. 

Quantitative: Analyse data from 

561 firms 

Managers' CSR value are affected by demographic, economic, 

cultural, and leadership factors. Both vision and integrity is 

important in leadership to drive CSR values beyond economic 

or cultural factors. 

Jamali and 

Mirshak 

Business-Conflict 

Linkages: Revisiting 

MNCs, CSR, and Conflict 

2010 Journal of Business 

Ethics 

Seeks to obtain a better understanding 

of MNCs in conflict prone areas and 

explores questions related to 

circumstances under which MNCs may 

be expected, willing and motivated to 

contribute to a specific public 

governance function (peace and 

security). 

Qualitative: Case study of 

seven MNEs operating in 

Lebanon. 

Conflict situations have severe impacts for businesses. 

However, MNCs were ill prepared for such situations in terms 

of risk management/analysis. Thus, MNCs handled the conflict 

through improvisation, and main priority was the safety and 

security of employees. Even though MNCs contributed to the 

local community through in-king and monetary donations, no 

MNCs got involved in the conflict or initiated reconciliation 

strategies in order to prevent new conflicts. They mainly sought 

to run business as usual. 
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Park and 

Ghauri 

Determinants influencing 

CSR practices in small 

and medium sized MNE 

subsidiaries: A 

stakeholder perspective 

2014 Journal of World 

Business 

Attempts to get a better understanding 

of what is influencing and motivating 

small and medium sized MNE 

subsidiaries (SMMSs) to perform CSR 

practices in emerging countries. 

Quantitative: Survey of MNE 

subsidiaries in South Korea, in 

addition to a focus group of 

stakeholders in the South 

Korean market. 

SMMSs are highly motivated and influenced by consumers, 

internal managers and employees, competitors and NGOs to 

perform CSR activities in emerging markets. If local suppliers 

have a focus on financial growth, they do not car about and 

overlook the ethical behaviour of MNE subsidiaries. 

Consumers have a big influence on the role local community 

takes in relation to CSR. MNEs can improve their market 

position of their subsidiary if they fulfil CSR practices and the 

expectation of stakeholders. 

Dam and 

Scholtens 

Environmental regulation 

and MNEs location: Does 

CSR matter? 

2008 Ecological 

Economics 

Seeks to investigate whether firms with 

relatively low environmental standards 

are more often located in countries that 

are poor, corrupt or have weak 

environmental regulations. 

Quantitative: Analysis of 

database information of 540 

MNEs. 

MNEs with good social responsibility mostly avoid locating 

their operations in countries where the environmental 

regulation is weak. However, MNEs with poor social 

responsibility tend to move their operations to such countries. 

This can be explained by the fact that firms that set high 

environmental standards of their operations will not experience 

a supposedly competitive advantage when locating in countries 

with low environmental standards. On the other hand, firms 

with low environmental standards may benefit from doing so. 

Darnall, 

Henriques and 

Sadorsky 

Do environmental 

management systems 

improve business 

performance in an 

international setting? 

2008 Journal of 

International 

Management 

Seeks to investigate whether firms that 

are mainly motivated by their resources 

and capabilities in order to implement 

environmental management systems 

(EMSs) obtain the same benefits as 

firms that are motivated to adopt EMS 

mainly because of institutional 

pressures. 

Quantitative: Analysis of 

OECD survey data from 

manufacturing facilities 

operating in Canada, Germany, 

Hungary, and the US. 

This study confirms that both institutional pressures and 

resources and capabilities encourage adoption of EMSs. 

However, firms that are driven mainly by their resources and 

capabilities (rather than institutional pressures) are more likely 

to obtain positive business performance. This finding may be 

explained by possibility that firms that are guided to adopt 

EMSs due to institutional pressures can be using these systems 

more as symbolic actions to increase external legitimacy 

without necessarily improving internal efficiencies. 
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Engle Corporate Social 

Responsibility in Host 

Countries: A Perspective 

from American Managers 

2007 Corporate Social 

Responsibility and 

Environmental 

Management 

Examines how senior international 

business executives currently working 

in the US look at different aspects of 

CSR and their importance to be 

addressed by MNEs in host countries. 

Qualitative: Interviews of 56 

MNE business executives in the 

service and manufacturing 

sectors. 

Human rights, poverty, education, health care and environment 

are all considered as at least moderate important aspects for 

MNEs to improve in the local communities in which they 

operate. The most important aspect was the environmental 

aspect. 

Bondy and 

Starkey 

The Dilemmas of 

Internationalization: 

Corporate Social 

Responsibility in the 

Multinational Corporation 

2014 British Journal of 

Management 

Aims to highlight concerns with the 

empirical and conceptual validity of the 

construct “integrated” as it functions 

within CSR. This is done by 

investigating to what extent the 

development and implementation of 

CSR policies reflect home or host 

country perspectives. 

Qualitative: 40 interviews 

within 37 UK based MNEs. 

Findings reveal that integrated internationalisation strategies do 

not resolve global and local CSR issues. In fact, they strengthen 

outcomes similar to global strategies, favouring core issues 

identified by the home-country and marginalising local issues 

within CSR policy. Ignoring these issues resulted in them to 

remain hidden from view and thus not actively managed by the 

MNE. 

Christmann 

and Taylor 

Firm Self-Regulation 

through International 

Certifiable Standards: 

Determinants of Symbolic 

versus Substantive 

Implementation 

2006 Journal of 

International Business 

Studies 

Seeks to understand under which 

conditions international certifiable 

standards are effective management 

systems. 

Quantitative: Survey of 172 

randomly selected ISO 9000 

certified suppliers in China. 

ISO-certified suppliers located in China strategically select 

their level of compliance with the requirements of the standards 

depending on customer preferences, customer monitoring, and 

expected sanctions by customers. Thus, the effectiveness of 

such standards as a governance mechanism for self-regulation 

of CSR in the global economy has not yet been established. In 

order to do so, firms must embrace the intent and substance of 

the standards and pursue substantive implementation by 

continuously applying their management processes rather than 

looking at external factors. 
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Choi and Gray Socially responsible 

entrepreneurs: What do 

they do to create and build 

their companies? 

2008 Business Horizons Investigates business practices of 

successful socially responsible 

entrepreneurs, to understand how they 

created and built their companies. 

Qualitative: Case study of 30 

entrepreneurs who created 

profitable companies with high 

commitment to social 

responsibility. 

Reveals that idealistic objectives were the reason (or at least a 

part of the reason) why socially responsible entrepreneurs 

founded their companies. They managed to simultaneously 

reach financial and non-financial objectives. The article 

uncovers 10 commonalities that differentiate leading-edge 

social responsible entrepreneurial companies from 

conventional business ventures. This can be summarised in four 

guidelines: (1) Have a purpose to commit to and the determined 

drive to see it through. (2) Incorporate your personal values into 

key areas of the business. (3) Promote your values to achieve 

strong growth. (4) Unselfishly share your experience and ideas 

with others. 

Elg and 

Hultman 

Retailers' management of 

corporate social 

responsibility (CSR) in 

their supplier relationships 

- does practice follow best 

practice? 

2011 The International 

Review of Retail, 

Distribution and 

Consumer Research 

Explores how retailers integrate CSR 

best practices to ensure social and 

environmental sustainability in their 

international supplier relationships. In 

addition is firm characteristics 

investigated to see if there is a 

relationship between those and the 

retailers CSR activities. 

Quantitative + qualitative: Case 

study of IKEA to develop best 

practices. Survey of 66 Swedish 

retailers to see if they were 

followed. 

Eight best practices are developed, but a significant amount of 

the Swedish retailers do not follow most of them. Sector 

belonging has a high influence on wether the practices are 

followed or not. Firm size and internationalisation experience 

has some influence on the retailer behaviour. 

Iyer International Exchanges 

as the Basis for 

Conceptualizing Ethics in 

International Business 

2001 Journal of Business 

Ethics 

The focus on this article is international 

business ethics, and how business 

ethics is taken to account in 

international business and exchanges. 

Qualitative: Case study of three 

international businesses 

International exchange could be the fundamental unit of 

analysis for international business ethics. Three fundamental 

ethical properties of international exchange are outlined: 

sovereignty, justice, and integrity. 
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Park, Chidlow 

and Choi 

Corporate social 

responsibility: 

Stakeholders influence on 

MNEs' activities 

2014 International Business 

Review 

Seeks to identify how different 

stakeholder groups influence MNE 

subsidiaries' CSR practices in host 

emerging markets. 

Quantitative: Survey of MNE 

subsidiaries in South Korea 

Subsidiaries are positively influenced by several pivotal 

stakeholders to act socially responsible and ethically in local 

markets: consumers, internal managers and employees, and 

NGOs. Local government and communities also play an 

important role if consumer power is missing. Local media plays 

an important role, but are mostly interested in large companies. 

In emerging markets, has business collaborators no interest in 

the manner and do not create a positive effect on CSR. 

Carrasco-

Monteagudo 

and Buendía-

Martínez 

Corporate social 

responsibility: a crossroad 

between changing values, 

innovation and 

internationalisation 

2013 European Journal of 

International 

Management 

Analyse the relationships among 

development, changing values, CSR, 

innovation and internationalisation. 

Quantitative: Data from 32 

countries. 

Economic development promotes institutional changes that 

favour the application of CSR by firms. CSR can lead to 

knowledge creation and new business opportunities that can 

create and encourage innovation and internationalisation, 

which can lead better business results and then economic 

growth. 

von Weltzien 

Hoivik 

Embedding CSR as a 

learning and knowledge 

creating process: the case 

for SMEs in Norway 

2011 Journal of 

Management 

Development 

Focuses on describing internal 

processes that embed CSR knowledge 

into companies as part of an 

organizational learning process. 

Qualitative: Case study of two 

Norwegian companies 

When embedding CSR into a business, the initial phase is 

extremely important. The embedding process has to be seen as 

part of a strategic implementation process. To create a 

financially and socially responsible business the business goals 

has to be connected and linked with human, social and 

environmental objectives. 

Wiig and 

Kolstad 

Multinational corporations 

and host country 

institutions: A case study 

of CSR activities in 

Angola 

2010 International Business 

Review 

Focus on the interaction of 

multinational corporations and host 

country institutions, in resource rich 

countries, and how this influences the 

companies' CSR activities in the host 

country. 

Qualitative: Case study of 

MNEs in the oil industry in 

Angola 

CSR is not related and important for getting contracts or 

licenses in Angola. If CSR matters, it is used strategically to 

increase chances win licenses or contracts. Companies do not 

try to solve governance problems in Angola, this can be due to 

collective satisfaction and not a collective action problem. 

When using CSR strategically, companies may facilitate 

patronage problems and intensify the resource course. 
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Wagner and 

Anastasiadis 

Do multinational 

enterprises contribute to 

sustainable development 

by engaging in lobbying? 

The automotive industry 

and environmental 

regulations 

In 

press 

International Business 

Research 

Investigates whether MNE lobbying 

can contribute to sustainable 

development. 

Qualitative: Two case studies of 

the automotive industry, 

looking at firms located in 

Brussels. 

Firms see both costs and opportunities in environmental 

regulation, however, this is not perceived by their policy-

making counterparts. Firm-internal communication suggests 

that lobbying and corporate social responsibility is not joined 

up, which leads to mixed (external) messages sent from the 

company to policy-makers and the public. This raises doubts as 

to whether lobbying can contribute to sustainable development. 

Table 5: Overview of the studies within the literature review
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4.2 Literature review characteristics 

4.2.1 Journals 

The table below presents the journals represented in the literature review, the number of articles 

represented in each journal, and whether or not the journals’ main focus is related to CSR or 

other ethical or environmental issues. 

 

Journal Number of articles CSR related journal 

Journal of Business Ethics 8 Yes 

Journal of International Business 

Studies  

5 No 

Business Horizons 2 No 

International Business Review 2 No 

Advances in Sustainability and 

Environmental Justice 

2 Yes 

Management Decision 1 No 

Social Responsibility Journal 1 Yes 

The Journal of Interdisciplinary 

Economics 

1 No 

Academy of Management Annual 

Meeting Proceedings 

1 No 

European Management Journal 1 No 

Journal of World Business 1 No 

Ecological Economics 1 Yes 

Journal of International 

Management 

1 No 

Corporate Social Responsibility 

and Environmental Management 

1 Yes 

British Journal of Management 1 No 

The International Review of Retail, 

Distribution, and Consumer 

Research 

1 No 

European Journal of International 

Management 

1 No 

Journal of Management 

Development 

1 No 

Progress in International Business 

research 

1 No 

Table 6: Journals represented in the literature review.  

 

As it appears from the table, the articles in the literature review is scattered over a wide range of 

journals. As many as 19 different journals are represented, and they cover a broad spectrum of 

disciplines. Different types of management and business journals dominate the literature review, 

but also journals on social responsibility, ethics, and environmental issues are represented. Only 

five out of 19 journals are related to social responsibility, ethics, or environmental issues. 
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Two of the journals represented stand out from the journal sample; Journal of Business Ethics 

and Journal of International Business Studies. In the literature review, they are represented as 

many as eight and five times, respectively. Journal of Business Ethics covers a wide variety of 

methodological and disciplinary aspects of ethical issues related to business that bring something 

new or unique to the discourse in their fields. The journal seeks to investigate all elements of 

business with a moral viewpoint (Springer, 2014). The journal’s focus is highly related to the 

research focus of this study. Journal of International Business Studies, on the other hand, is not 

related to CSR issues. The goal of this journal is to publish insightful, innovative and impactful 

research on international business (Palgrave Macmillan, 2014). This focus corresponds to the 

international part of this study’s research focus. 

4.2.2 Geographical distribution 

The figures below show the geographical distribution of researchers and the empirical evidences, 

represented by country of origin. It is evident that researchers associated with US research 

institutions are dominating the literature review, representing as many as 22 contributing 

researchers. Norway, UK, the Netherlands, and Spain are also strongly represented. 

 
Figure 1: The authors’ country of origin, based on the 

country of origin of the affiliating research 

institution. 

Figure 2: The empirical evidences’ country of 

origin. 

 

When investigating the country of origin of the empirical evidence provided in the literature, 

figure 2 shows that a significant amount of the studies are based on multinational empirical 

evidence. Here the term multinational refers to two or more countries of origin. The other studies 

represent single case studies from both developed and developing countries. 

4.2.3 Development of research focus over time 

The literature review consists only of articles published after the year of 2001. This may suggest 

that subject of international business combined with CSR issues is a relatively new research 

focus. In addition, the graph below shows a significant increase in number of studies, especially 

from 2006 until today. 
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Figure 3: Distribution of articles by publication year. 

4.2.4 Research methodology 

The literature review consists of 19 qualitative and 13 quantitative studies, as well as one study 

that is both qualitative and quantitative, see figure 4 below. Thus, the distribution of studies 

among the different research methodologies is relatively equal, however, with a small majority 

of qualitative studies. Furthermore, figure 5 shows that only qualitative studies were conducted 

between 2001 and 2006. Also, from 2006 and beyond quantitative studies constitute a significant 

part of the literature, and still qualitative studies are popular. 

 

 
Figure 4: Distribution of qualitative and 

quantitative studies. 

Figure 5: Qualitative and quantitative distribution 

by year. 

 

 

4.3 Theoretical perspectives

Several well-known and recognised theories are represented in the literature review. The table 

below summarise the different theories, as well as the respective articles, and the topic they 
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Institutional theory Peng, 2008 

Darnall, Henriques and Sadorsky, 2008 

Park, Chidlow and Choi, 2014 

Chen and Bouvain, 2008 

Husted and Allen, 2006 

Waldman et al., 2006 

Drivers 

Drivers 

Drivers 

Governance to ensure CSR 

Global and local CSR 

CSR values across borders 

Stakeholder theory Park and Ghauri, 2014 

Park, Chidlow and Choi, 2014 

Logsdon and Wood, 2005 

Waldman et al., 2006 

Drivers 

Drivers 

Governance to ensure CSR 

CSR values across borders 

Resource-based View  Darnall, Henriques and Sadorsky, 2008 

Chakrabarty and Wang, 2012 

Strike, Gao and Bansal, 2006 

Drivers 

CSR best practices 

International diversification related 

to CSR 

Transaction cost 

theory 

Christmann and Taylor, 2006 Governance 

Triple Bottom Line Choi and Gray, 2008 Best practices 

Market-centric 

approach  

Laudal, 2011 Drivers 

Comparative political 

economy theory 

Peng, 2008 Drivers 

Table 7: Theories represented in the literature review  

 

A majority of the studies use one or several theories as a basis for their research, however, it is 

evident that some theories occur more often than others. Three theoretical perspectives stand out; 

institutional theory, stakeholder theory, and the resource-based view (RBV). The most common 

perspective is the institutional theory, which occurs in as many as six studies. Stakeholder theory 

is found in four studies, while the RBV is found in three of the studies. 

 

Both the institutional and stakeholder theory are highly represented in the literature, discussing 

drivers for CSR activities. These studies present CSR as an activity that is performed in order to 

satisfy people and organisations taking an interest in the firm (Park, Chidlow and Choi, 2014), 

or as a result of institutional pressure (Park, Chidlow and Choi, 2014; Peng, 2008; Darnall, 

Henriques and Sadorsky, 2008). Three studies examine this issue from different perspectives, 

taking aspects from institutional theory, stakeholder theory and the RBV into account. Darnall, 

Henriques and Sadorsky (2008) and Jamali (2010) consider the difference of having either 

institutional pressure or resources and capabilities as drivers for CSR activities. Laudal (2011), 

on the other hand, investigates these aspects more in conjunction with each other, in addition to 

taking stakeholders into account. 

 

As table 7 presents, institutional theory, stakeholder theory and the RBV are also used in the 

literature discussing other topics. Waldman et al. (2006) use both stakeholder and institutional 

perspective when examining factors that influence CSR values. This provides the article with an 

insight into how managers are affected by these perspectives, relatively to their cultural, 

demographic, economic, and leadership background. Logsdon and Wood (2005), on the other 

hand, use stakeholder theory implicit. They use the increased globalisation as an explanation for 

the expanding expectations placed on firms by their many stakeholders, which they consider to 
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be handled through global business citizenship. Furthermore, Chakrabarty and Wang (2012) use 

the RBV, including the dynamic capabilities perspective, when investigating which factors that 

allow MNEs to maintain their sustainability practices over the long-term. Strike, Gao and Bansal 

(2006) examine MNE resources and capabilities in order to understand whether or not 

international diversification is related to CSR or corporate social irresponsibility (CSiR). 

4.4 Common topics addressed 

The table below gives an overview of the most common topics represented in the CSR and 

international business literature. Only the topics that are represented two or more times are 

included in the table. 
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Topics represented in the literature Articles 

Drivers of CSR activities Laudal, 2011 

Peng, 2008 

Park and Ghauri, 2014 

Darnall, Henriques and Sadorsky, 2008 

Park, Chidlow, and Choi, 2014 

Jamali, 2010 

Governance to ensure CSR Logsdon and Wood, 2005 

Chen and Bouvain, 2008 

Christmann and Taylor, 2006 

Dam and Scholtens, 2008 

Global and local CSR Muller, 2006 

Husted and Allen, 2006 

Jamali, 2010 

Bondy and Starkey, 2012 

CSR best practices Choi and Gray, 2008 

Elg and Hultman, 2011 

Cruz and Boehe, 2008 

Chakrabarty and Wang, 2012 

Difference in CSR for SMEs and MNEs Laudal, 2011 

von Weltzien Hoivik and Melé, 2009 

Table 8: Topics represented in the literature review  

 

4.4.1 Drivers of CSR activities 

The subject of drivers of CSR activities is the most common research focus identified in the 

literature review. These studies seek to explain which factors that make MNEs operate in an 

ethical manner and engage in CSR activities. Three out of six of these studies take a stakeholder 

or institutional view when evaluating this manner. Both the articles by Park, Chidlow and Choi 

(2014) and Park and Ghauri (2014) present results showing that consumers, internal managers, 

employees, and non-governmental organisations are pivotal stakeholders pushing MNEs to 

faithfully operate subsidiaries in a socially responsible way. Peng (2008) provides evidence 

suggesting that MNEs behave in a socially responsible manner as a result of institutional 

pressures. 

 

Laudal (2011) takes a market-centric approach when evaluating different drivers for CSR 

activities. Unlike the other authors, he also addresses the issue of barriers of CSR. He considers 

financial return as the motivation behind all CSR related activities. Both firm size and degree of 

internationalisation are considered as factors influencing firms’ motivation to engage in CSR. 

Stakeholders and institutional isomorphism are also considered as important drivers, but only at 

specific points in the firm’s transformation process from a SME to a MNE. Laudal’s results show 

that firms develop different CSR strategies at different points in their transformation process, due 

to their own resources, capabilities, and market conditions. 

 

Darnall, Henriques and Sadorsky (2008) investigate the motivation for implementing 

environmental management systems (EMS), a CSR related system. Their findings confirm that 

firms that are under greater institutional pressure adopt more comprehensive EMSs in order to 
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gain external legitimacy. But the results also show that companies adopt more comprehensive 

EMSs in desire to build upon existing complementary resources and capabilities. Firms that adopt 

a more comprehensive EMSs can benefit financially, but are dependent on which driver that 

influenced the adoption process. The results show that firms that are driven mainly by their 

resources and capabilities are more likely to obtain positive business performance, than those 

driven by institutional pressure. 

 

Jamali (2010) seeks to get a better understanding of the factors that influence the CSR 

involvement of MNE subsidiaries in developing countries. The results show that social 

involvement of firms is primarily motivated through the context of legitimacy and generalised 

community commitments. The results also show that some firms were motivated through seeking 

alignment of CSR interventions with their core competences. This is considered as a more 

strategic motivation, since the subsidiaries try to leverage their unique resources in the pursuit of 

CSR. 

4.4.2 Governance to ensure CSR 

The use of governance to ensure CSR is another topic that is frequently represented in the 

literature review. This topic involves research that aims to understand how different governance 

methods can be used to ensure that all parts of a MNE act socially responsible. 

 

Logsdon and Wood (2005) investigate how a code of conduct is the first step for a firm to become 

a global business citizen (GBC). Their findings show how the code of conduct implements 

universal ethical standards throughout the organisation, however, they also recognise the 

importance of taking cultural differences into account when implementing policies and 

procedures. 

 

Chen and Bouvain (2009) examine CSR reporting in different industries and firms. They consider 

CSR reporting as an opportunity for society to evaluate the consequences of firms’ actions. In 

particular, they aim to understand whether adoption of global CSR standards, such as the UN 

Global Compact and the Global Reporting Initiative, have an impact on CSR reporting, and 

whether or not firms can overcome industry and country specific factors that limit standardisation 

of reporting. The findings reveal that being a member of the UN Global Compact results in better 

CSR reporting, but only in those areas that are specifically addressed in the standard. A 

significant variation in CSR reporting related to firms’ different home countries, is also evident. 

These country variations are argued to exist due to different institutional arrangements in each 

country. 

 

Christmann and Taylor (2006) investigate the conditions under which international certifiable 

standards work as effective governance mechanisms for self-regulations of CSR in the global 

economy. The results of this study reveal that suppliers strategically choose their quality of 

implementation of standards dependent on customer preference, customer monitoring, and 

expected sanctions by customers. This highlights the importance of external monitoring and 

expected sanctions as key drivers of the implementation quality of CSR practices. The lack of 
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such will result only in a symbolic standard implementation, rather than a substantive 

implementation. 

 

Dam and Scholtens (2008) look into a somewhat different aspect of environmental regulation, 

i.e. the lack of such. They investigate whether firms with relatively low environmental standards 

are more often located in countries that are poor, corrupt, or have weak environmental regulation. 

Their empirical findings support this hypothesis to some degree, indicating that it is 

predominantly firms with poor social responsibility that engage in countries with weak 

regulation. These firms, however, do not engage in poor or corrupt countries. Firms that set high 

environmental standards, on the other hand, do not experience a supposedly comparative 

advantage when locating in countries with weak environmental regulation. Furthermore, firms 

with a strong social responsibility tend to avoid locating their business in these countries. Hence, 

CSR does matter with respect to MNEs’ locational behaviour. 

4.4.3 Global and local CSR strategies 

As many as four articles in the literature review provide contributions to the global-local debate 

of MNEs, addressing two distinct approaches or strategies to CSR activities in different manners. 

Husted and Allen (2006) argue that the key difference between global and local CSR is the 

community that demands it. Local CSR, on the one hand, deals with a firm’s obligations based 

on the standards of the local community, whilst on the other hand, global CSR entails that a 

firm’s obligations are based on those standards to which all societies can be held.  

 

Muller (2006) discusses whether MNEs should develop global or local CSR strategies, as well 

as the issues regarding these two solutions. By looking at CSR practices and subsidiary 

autonomy, he finds that subsidiaries that perceive themselves to be autonomous in their overall 

activities tend to be more proactively engaged in CSR. However, it appears that proactive CSR 

strategies among autonomous subsidiaries are in accordance with home-country and international 

policies, this despite their non-binding character, and the CSR strategies are not tailored to the 

host-country context. Thus, these subsidiaries are inspired by the parent firm’s CSR vision. The 

findings indicate that firms may use a soft-hand approach in order to get subsidiaries to adopt 

practices that they might have resisted under pressure by the parent firm. 

 

Husted and Allen (2006) investigate the relationship of global and local CSR to international 

organisational strategy for MNEs located in developing countries. The results show that local 

CSR are more common among multi-domestic and transnational MNEs, MNEs with high 

responsiveness and low integration, and MNEs that combines the best of both responsiveness 

and integration, respectively. Global CSR is equally common among all types of MNEs. Thus, 

CSR seems to conform to the MNE organisation strategy established for product-market 

activities. More importantly, the study concludes that institutional pressures, rather than strategic 

analysis of social issues and stakeholders, are guiding decision-making with respect to CSR 

positioning. 
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Bondy and Starkey (2014) look into a different aspect of the global-local debate. They aim to 

highlight concerns with the empirical and conceptual validity of the construct ‘integrated’ as it 

functions within CSR, meaning that firms take elements of both local and global issues into 

account when addressing CSR issues. They do so by investigating to what extent the development 

and implementation of CSR policies reflect home or host country perspectives. Findings reveal 

that despite the stated importance of local issues in CSR, the investigated MNEs ignored local 

culture in the development of their CSR policy, favouring universal issues. Even though most 

unintentionally, these MNEs believed that implementation at the local level would lead to win-

win solutions of CSR issues faced at all levels of the firm. However, integrated 

internationalisation strategies did not resolve global and local CSR issues. In fact, they 

strengthened outcomes similar to global strategies, favouring core issues identified by the home-

country and marginalising local issues within CSR policy. Ignoring these issues resulted in them 

to remain hidden from view and thus not actively managed by the MNE. The authors point out 

that this somewhat contradicts with the well-known perception of local responsiveness embedded 

in CSR thinking. 

 

Jamali (2010) aims to understand the factors that influence the CSR involvement of MNEs in 

developing countries, and aspects of globalisation versus localisation strategies. The findings of 

this study suggest that the subsidiaries investigated, tailored their CSR strategies to reflect 

characteristics of the subsidiary as well as the nature of the market environment. However, the 

local subsidiaries had near no part in policy development or decision-making processes 

concerning CSR issues. More importantly, the tailoring of CSR strategies was an action in 

response to corporate directives rather than the desire to impact local communities and making a 

difference in the context of host societies. In sum, the findings reveal patterns of global CSR 

being diffused to developing countries, but also being diluted along the way. 

4.4.4 CSR best practices 

The literature review also includes four studies discussing the practices of successful firms that 

have a strong focus on CSR activities. 

 

Choi and Gray (2008) use the triple bottom-line view presented by Elkington in 1994, to evaluate 

firms’ performance. This view defines successful socially responsible firms due to how they 

achieve their economic, environmental and social goals. The study reveals that successful 

socially responsible firms were founded in order to, at least in part, achieve idealistic objectives, 

and then pursued financial and non-financial objectives simultaneously. The firms seek to avoid 

financial support from institutions, and hire employees with values aligned with the firms’ values. 

To differentiate themselves in the market, they promote the firm’s values and sustainable 

practices. In addition they build a strong organisational culture and the leaders work as great role 

models. However, by achieving the environmental and social goals in the triple-bottom line, they 

build up a higher cost-structure, which could be a sacrifice of possible profits. 

 

Elg and Hultman (2011) explore best practices of CSR in supplier relationships. Eight best 

practices are identified based on review of literature and a case study of IKEA, which is often 
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considered as a leading actor in this field. A survey was also conducted on Swedish retailers in 

order to test these best practices, however, findings reveal that Swedish retailers do not follow 

them. In addition, sector belonging had a high impact on whether or not these practices were 

followed. The perishable sector lies ahead in dealing with CSR issues, while the sector of 

electronics, optics, and office supply lags behind. Firm size and internationalisation experience 

also have an impact on the retailers’ CSR behaviour, but are though more limited. However, it is 

evident that dealing with CSR issues in relation with suppliers in other countries favours some 

international experience. 

 

Cruz and Boehe (2008) also investigate a subject that can be seen as a way of revealing best 

practices. Through their study they seek to identify and characterise conditions under which a 

Sustainable Global Value Chain (SGVC) might gain international competitiveness. A case study 

is performed on a firm with a global value chain that, in addition to being successful, also has 

implemented sustainable business practices. The results show that it is crucial for the supplier to 

create a demand for sustainable products, and cooperate with certification agencies to increase 

the bargaining power of the suppliers of the sustainable products. Furthermore, it is important to 

have an overall product differentiation strategy that is supported throughout the global value 

chain, and that the strategy is communicated to the customers. This will make the customers more 

willing to pay a higher price, which is needed to cover the higher production cost due to following 

sustainable standards. To maintain and increase this differentiation strategy it is shown that 

awareness building is important throughout the value chain. 

 

Chakrabarty and Wang (2012) try to reveal what makes MNEs able to maintain their 

sustainability practices over the long term. By taking a resource-based view they reveal the 

importance of investing in R&D and involving in internationalisation. This should be a part of 

the firm’s long-term strategy. Investing in R&D will create the needed technology and the 

internationalisation will generate new knowledge and insight needed to understand conditions in 

foreign markets. 

4.4.5 Relating CSR to SMEs and MNEs 

Another aspect that is also given considerable attention in the CSR and international business 

literature is the relation between CSR and the degree of firm size and internationalisation, 

discussing whether being either a SME or a MNE influence a firm’s CSR activities. 

 

Laudal (2011) looks into the relation between drivers and barriers of CSR and the transformation 

process from a SME to a MNE. He investigates how the firm’s resources, capabilities, and market 

conditions change in this process, and therefore has an impact on the chosen CSR strategy. 

Findings reveal that SMEs will have reduced resources and capabilities available to perform CSR 

activities. They will also experience reduced external pressure to act socially responsible. This 

gives SMEs no motivation to perform CSR activities. As a firm develops the number of 

stakeholders taking an interest in their activities will increase, while resources and international 

experience grow simultaneously. CSR will be used by MNEs to try to overcome different risks 

and influence important stakeholders, as well as influence public regulations. 
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Von Weltzien Hoivik and Melé (2009) take a different view on the subject and aim to illustrate 

how global corporate citizenship (GCC) can be applied to SMEs, investigating the Norwegian 

outdoor and sports clothing firm Stormberg. The study reveals that GCC is not limited to large 

corporations and can be applied to any firm, which in some way or another is operating in the 

global context, or can act by fostering good practices worldwide. Still, the way of implementing 

GCC will be related to the firms’ specific situation, and it is not given that large firms’ CSR 

practises are the model for SMEs. Furthermore, findings reveal that a SME have the opportunity 

to be a GCC in addition to be a profitable firm. Further research is though required to confirm 

this. Lastly, the article reveals how the characteristics and values of the manager have an 

important influence on how CSR is understood and implemented in SMEs. 
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5. Discussion and implications 
The following chapter provides an extensive and in-depth discussion and analysis of the findings 

presented in the previous chapter. First, key characteristics of the literature review will be 

discussed. Next, there will be a discussion of the different topics identified as well as other 

applicable topics for the CSR and international business literature, and proposals for further 

research are made throughout the section. The following subjects will be discussed; Drivers of 

CSR activities, CSR as a factor of competitive advantage, global and local CSR strategies, and 

CSR in relation to SMEs and MNEs. Lastly, implications for managers and policy makers will 

be discussed.  

5.1 Key characteristics of the literature review 

As emphasised in the previous chapter, no literature on the subject of CSR in combination with 

international business was found before the year of 2001, and there is a significant increase of 

empirical literature on the subject from 2006. Furthermore, only qualitative studies were found 

between 2001 and 2005, while quantitative studies did not occur before after 2006. Qualitative 

research methodologies are often used in early stage research in order to obtain in-depth 

understanding of the problem and develop tools to be used in further quantitative research. The 

mentioned findings therefore indicate that the subject of CSR in combination with international 

business is a relatively new research field, and which is still emerging. This is in accordance with 

the findings of Egri and Ralston (2008) and Kolk and van Tulder (2010), which found evidence 

that CSR in international business has gained significantly increased attention the recent decade. 

This could be an effect of the heightened pressure that has been put on MNEs by the society, as 

workplace related and beyond workplace related effects of their actions have increasingly been 

brought to light. MNEs are easy targets, as they often represent a well-known brand, and thus 

engage people around the world. In addition, they are often expected to be role models and 

behave in an ethical manner, as they should be and have the knowledge and economical position 

to solve the social consequences of their actions. Thus, CSR has become an issue not only 

relevant for those firms seeking to solve social issues in their local community, but is now also 

an interesting topic for MNEs operating in multiple, and often far distant, countries. 

 

Furthermore, ignoring the distribution among qualitative and quantitative studies by year, it is 

uncommon, and even rare, that a new research area has such an equal distribution between 

qualitative and quantitative studies, as what is identified in this study. Normally, there is a 

majority of qualitative studies within new research fields, and quantitative studies are 

increasingly conducted after the qualitative studies have provided in-depth understanding of the 

problem and established a framework for the research field. The equal distribution identified 

allows for readers to compare findings from the different research methods at an early stage, and 

investigate whether findings corroborate each other or deviate. Similar findings may indicate that 

potential generalisations can be made, and findings are more convincing. 

 

Findings also revealed that a broad range of journals is represented in the literature review. 

Interestingly, only five of the 19 journals represented are related to CSR issues. This suggests 

that the subject of CSR and international business are intriguing and applicable for a range of 
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disciplines and research areas. Worth mentioning is that many of the management and business 

journals represented cover a broad range of topics, and often subjects regarding CSR fall within 

their scope. This may explain the great representation of different journals. Journal of 

International Business Studies was represented as many as five times. Even though the literature 

search had to include either the term ‘internationalisation’ or ‘international business’, which is 

similar to the aspects of this journal, it also had to include some sort of CSR related term. This 

may also, as stated above, indicate that the CSR issue is interesting and relevant across 

disciplines. CSR is no longer only an issue for those only interested in charity and stewardship, 

it is also applicable for those who are interested in business and management in general. CSR 

has developed to become a topic that most managers must take into account when developing 

their strategies and planning their business activities. Furthermore, the growing attention given 

to CSR issues within the international business literature shows that managers recognise its 

relevance and importance for their business development.  

5.2 Applicable topics for the CSR and international business literature 

5.2.1 Drivers of CSR activities 

As mentioned above, CSR is increasingly becoming a more important part of MNEs’ overall 

activities. However, the firms’ heightened interest and engagement in such activities is not caused 

by their consideration of CSR activities as business opportunities. It is evident from the findings 

that most MNEs engage in CSR activities due to external pressures in order to obtain legitimacy 

with stakeholders (e.g. Jamali, 2010; Park and Ghauri, 2014; Park, Chidlow and Choi, 2014). 

Todays society care for both firms’ workplace related and beyond workplace related effects, and 

demands that firms have sustainable practices and good working conditions. Furthermore, 

governments and organisations create regulations that MNEs have to follow. In addition, media, 

as well as governments and organisations, increasingly shed light over the MNEs’ socially 

irresponsible actions. Such negative publicity may result in customers, suppliers, and other 

collaborators boycotting the firm, and thus put them in a economically difficult situation. Both 

Chen and Bouvain (2009) and Christmann and Taylor (2006) stress the importance of governance 

from external actors, and show that lack of external pressures or expected sanctions make the 

firms seek to reduce their CSR activities to the possible minimum. Firms and their leaders 

consider CSR as a trade-off and a zero-sum game between firm success and social welfare, thus, 

CSR activities are viewed as a cost and a constraint. A reduction in these activities is considered 

as an opportunity to increase profitability. This clearly indicates that firms do not consider CSR 

as a possibility to create long-term competitive advantage, as Porter and Kramer (2006) present 

it.  

 

Even though the majority of the literature has identified external pressure as the main driver of 

firms’ CSR activities, it is not certain that this is the most important driver. The focus on external 

pressure can be seen in relation to the fact that researchers use an outside-in perspective in their 

research, involving institutional theory, stakeholder theory, or both. Consequently, this 

perspective will have affected the research approach and the hypotheses created in their empirical 

research, and in that manner, also their findings. If no other theoretical perspectives are used, 
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several possible drivers are completely precluded from the investigation. In qualitative studies, 

case companies will have been chosen based on the hypotheses that the researchers wanted to 

confirm. In addition, it is likely that the questions used in both the qualitative and quantitative 

research are based on the hypotheses developed. This type of research may collect only the 

answers that they want, giving little or no opportunity for firms to present other factors that could 

have been important for the research. Thus, there may be other drivers affecting MNEs’ choice 

to engage in CSR, however, other approaches have to be considered to make it possible to identify 

them.  

 

The findings presented in the previous chapter, do in fact reveal that some researchers take a 

different approach to investigate drivers of CSR activities. They stress the importance of firm 

resources in the development of CSR activities, i.e. using an inside-out perspective. These studies 

suggest that firms may be motivated by something other than external pressure. Jamali (2010), 

for example, argues that some firms seek to align CSR activities with the firms’ core 

competences. Furthermore, Husted and Allen (1998, p.9, cited in Husted and Allen, 2000) have 

in one of their conceptual studies developed the concept of ‘corporate social strategy’, which 

they define as ‘the firm’s plan to allocate resources in order to achieve long-term social objectives 

and create a competitive advantage’. These findings suggest that there in fact exist firms that are 

motivated by their own resources and the possibility to create competitive advantage, indicating 

that they do not only perform CSR activities because other actors expect them to do so. However, 

additional research is needed in this area in order to identify the most important drivers behind 

firms’ CSR activities. Furthermore, it would be interesting to investigate how MNEs consider 

different drivers against each other. In particular, a special attention should be given to how 

obtaining a competitive advantage is considered in relation to pleasing stakeholders and 

following institutional pressures. 

 

In order to provide new knowledge about the subject of drivers of CSR activities, a new research 

approach should be considered. As no researchers have taken both an inside-out and outside-in 

approach simultaneously before, this is highly recommended. Taking the outside-in approach 

should make the researcher able to reveal whether or not firms take their competitive context into 

account when they develop their CSR strategy, for example factors such as availability and 

quality of raw materials, regulations from the government, customer demand, and standards in 

supporting industries. By taking the inside-out approach, on the other hand, researchers should 

be able to investigate whether firms consider their own resources and capabilities, as well as the 

consequences of their actions in the value chain, as drivers and determinants of their CSR 

strategy. This two-sided approach creates the opportunity to reveal a broader range of drivers of 

CSR activities. Furthermore, this approach makes it possible to investigate which of these drivers 

that are most influential to firms’ CSR activities.  

5.2.2 CSR as a factor of competitive advantage 

Simultaneously with the increased engagement in CSR, also MNEs’ resources and expenditures 

used on this issue are escalating. Following sustainable practices may imply that the use of the 

cheapest raw material or production method is no longer an option. Furthermore, an effort to 
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increase labour conditions may lead to costly investments in ergonomic equipment, increased 

salaries, or a bigger workforce. The pressure on MNEs by society does not seem to fade, and 

CSR have received a more important role in their business activities. The trend shows that 

pressure by local communities, organisations, and nations will only continue to increase in the 

future. Thus, the manager who acknowledges the importance of CSR and its determined place in 

the firm’s business activities, would desire to, and benefit of, knowing how expenditures and 

resource usage associated with CSR engagement influence the firm economically. Managers 

would be interested to know whether there is a chance at that CSR investment may also improve 

the firm’s market position. However, the findings presented in the previous chapter show that 

this subject has not been given any particular attention by researchers. Some studies somewhat 

touches upon the subject, but no researchers have predominantly addressed the opportunity to 

strategically use CSR to obtain a competitive advantage. This finding is very surprising as one 

would expect that those who are interested in business in general, would want to understand the 

economic consequences of engaging in CSR, and that this area thus had been explored. 

 

Only one study among the investigated mentions the economic consequences of engaging in 

CSR. The researchers find that the application of CSR opens up new business opportunities that 

may result in greater innovation and internationalisation, both contributing to better business 

performance and thus economic growth (Carrasco-Monteagudo and Buendía-Martínez, 2013). 

Nevertheless, this is not the main subject of the study, and no thought is given into how this can 

lead to a long-term competitive advantage.  

 

Two studies examine successful firms that act socially responsible, in order to understand how 

firms can be successful and be socially responsible at the same time. Von Weltzien Hoivik and 

Melé (2009) found that firms can be profitable while at the same time be a global corporate 

citizen, however, these findings are based on a single firm only and are thus hard to generalise. 

In addition, this research does not mention whether the socially responsible actions are the source 

of the firm’s profitability, it is only found that both things can be achieved simultaneously.  Choi 

and Gray (2008), on the other hand, seek to find what factors that contribute to firms being 

socially responsible while at the same time having a competitive advantage. However, being 

socially responsible is a precondition for being investigated, and are thus not a source of the 

firms’ competitive advantage. What would have been interesting to consider is how and if the 

firms’ socially responsible actions actually have contributed to their success.  

 

It seems that researchers tend to avoid the subject of whether and how CSR can lead to 

competitive advantage for firms, even though this is the one big question still remaining within 

the literature of CSR, and maybe the most pressing question to answer. Why have no researchers 

looked into how investments in CSR activities can improve a firm’s market position? One easy 

answer could be that the researchers themselves do not believe this is possible, and thus do not 

want to spend resources on this subject. Researchers’ strong focus on the outside-in perspective 

may imply that they believe CSR to be a mandatory activity, rather than a source of competitive 

advantage. This view is confirmed by several studies, which show that firms only engage in the 

CSR activities that is demanded and expected of them. This attitude towards CSR will, of course, 

not contribute to create a competitive advantage. In general, to obtain competitiveness the firms 
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must create a difference that they can preserve (Porter, 1996), as well as to have a strategy that 

is valuable for their customers and difficult for competitors to replace or imitate (Barney, 1991). 

This requires that firms’ investments in CSR must be taken to a strategic level, which does not 

seem to be the case today. However, as no researcher has investigated the subject, there may exist 

firms that actually have achieved a better market position through using CSR strategically, or 

that it is an opportunity that no firms have considered before. Darnall, Henriques and Sadorsky 

(2008) actually do find that firms that are mainly driven by their resources and capabilities in 

their CSR activities obtain a better business performance, than those who follow institutional 

pressure. However, the study does not say if this improved performance can lead to a competitive 

advantage. Regardless, we are confident that such a CSR strategy can be used to achieve 

competitiveness for the firm. However, the right approach must be taken; managers must 

acknowledge CSR as an opportunity to improve their business performance and differentiate 

them from competitors, and more importantly, in a way that is valued by their customers. Thus, 

to understand the possibilities that lie within investing in a CSR strategy, direct consequences of 

CSR activities must be investigated, and a special attention must be given to whether such an 

investment can be a source of competitive advantage.  

 

Research on the subject of CSR and competitive advantage first of all requires a case study to be 

performed. Many different external and internal factors influence a firm’s market position, and a 

case study will make it possible to provide an understanding of all these factors. Furthermore, 

case firms and researchers will most likely have different interpretations and understandings of 

what is characterised as CSR activities, and to which extent such activities can create value for 

the firms. Thus, a case study allows researchers to obtain a better understanding of the firms’ 

way of thinking, and the opportunity to compare them to their own. In addition, it could be easier 

to get an insight into the complex of drivers and conditions affecting the firms’ choice of CSR 

strategy.  

 

A multiple case study should be performed, so that researchers can find factors and conditions 

that characterise the firms that seek to use CSR strategically. In addition, it would be interesting 

to investigate those firms that manage to improve their market position through their CSR 

activities, if such firms exist, to see whether there are any common features among the firms. 

Since evidence showed that many firms consider CSR as a cost, and thus a risk, it could be that 

firms only focus on CSR when the market is stable and their in a good economical position. On 

the other hand, it could be that firms that are struggling to gain a good market position consider 

solution of social issues as a possibility to gain an advantage. Furthermore, one should also look 

into different characteristics of home or host countries, and whether there is clear relationship 

between firm size and CSR strategies. The latter will be further discussed below. Through this 

investigation a possible pattern could be identified, revealing relations between those firms that 

use CSR strategically and are successful, and those that fail. This could help managers to get an 

understanding of how they can turn their CSR investments into an improved market position.  
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5.2.3 Global and local CSR strategies 

Several researchers have sought to contribute to the local-global debate on CSR strategies within 

MNEs. Not surprisingly, both conflicting and uniform findings are identified. Researchers have 

investigated somewhat different aspects as well as similar issues. Also the investigated variables 

of their studies, and the theoretical perspectives and research methodology used, are varying. The 

studies are furthermore limited to factors such as industry, single firms, or developing countries. 

This makes it difficult to compare the findings, and answers are highly ambiguous. No best 

practices are found, and generalisation cannot be made. Thus, the question still remains whether 

developing a global or local CSR strategy, or a combination of the two, would benefit the MNEs 

and the local societies the most.  

 

Both Bondy and Starkey (2014) and Jamali (2010) found evidence suggesting that CSR policies, 

in a large extent, were developed by the management in the home country, and then implemented 

at the local level adjusted for specific subsidiary and host country characteristics. Even though 

these CSR strategies had the intent to solve local issues, they most often solved global issues 

addressed in the overall CSR policy of the MNE, ignoring the local social problems. This is an 

interesting finding considering the stated importance of local issues in CSR by the investigated 

firms. One may believe that this is a result of the great complexity of CSR issues as well as 

MNEs’ complex value chains, and that managers seek more abstracted and simplified solutions 

to the problems. Addressing universal issues demands less thought and time from managers, and 

also validates their participation in the CSR agenda. Seen in relation to the cost and constraint 

perspective of CSR mentioned earlier, this may be a way of minimising their effort regarding 

CSR and doing only what is expected of them.  

 

Furthermore, interestingly, subsidiaries that view themselves as autonomous implement CSR 

strategies in accordance with home country and international policies, rather than CSR strategies 

that are tailored to the host country (Muller, 2006). Evidence found by Jamali (2010), however, 

suggest that subsidiaries that had no decision-making autonomy in fact solve global social issues 

stated within the international firm policy too. Thus, both autonomous and non-autonomous 

subsidiaries solely address global social issues. Further research must therefore be conducted in 

order to understand this strong and dominating global focus. Furthermore, researchers must seek 

to understand how local issues actually can be addressed and solved. An unambiguous answer to 

whether decision-making autonomy of local subsidiaries encourages or hinders the solutions of 

local issues, is absent. Thus, this issue needs further elaboration. One may believe that initiatives 

for local CSR strategies must in fact come from the management in the home country and be a 

part of the overall CSR policy of the firm, and that degree of subsidiary autonomy does not 

impact the implementation process. In addition, it can be interesting to investigate the 

relationship between the type of developed and type of implemented CSR strategy. For example, 

would a local CSR policy and an implementation considering local issues, also result in solution 

of global issues?  

 

The local responsiveness and global integration framework is strongly represented in the 

literature regarding global and local CSR strategies, so is the institutional theory. However, one 
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may question why none of the researchers have taken the stakeholder perspective into account 

when seeking answers to their research questions, considering that the broader CSR debate have 

been conducted within the frame of this theory (Muller, 2006). The stakeholder theory can be 

used to investigate which issues to take into account when developing CSR strategies. Especially 

legitimacy from stakeholders appear to be important for the local subsidiaries, and should be 

investigated as a possible reason why subsidiaries rather solve global issues, even though they 

have the opportunity to address local ones. Furthermore, in relation to CSR and competitiveness 

it would be interesting to examine whether the social and economic benefits are greater when 

certain stakeholders’ interest are taken into account. Thus, further research should consider 

stakeholder theory in order to obtain a broader understanding of the local-global debate of CSR 

strategies. In addition, one may also recommend the use of agency theory in order to examine 

how strategies can be best managed at the local level. It was found that using a soft hand approach 

when implementing global policies at the local level within an autonomous subsidiary, proved to 

result in a global focus, despite the policies’ non-binding character (Muller, 2006). Different 

types of management practices should therefore be investigated in order to understand how 

implementation of CSR strategies should be done to achieve its objectives. 

 

Surprisingly, neither of the investigated studies has looked into the economic and business 

performance effects of implementing either a global or local CSR strategy, or how successful the 

CSR strategies have been with regard to the problems they aimed to solve. Consequently, 

researchers are unable to understand whether the strategies in fact solve the social problems 

addressed at all, or whether a local or global strategy generates the best outcomes for the firm 

and the society. The latter is especially interesting to examine in relation to the opportunity for a 

firm to use CSR as a factor of competitive advantage. Thus, further research must consider the 

effects of different types of CSR strategies in order to understand which type of CSR strategy a 

firm should develop and implement. It could be argued that combination of both local and global 

issues should form a firm’s CSR strategy. The initiative should come from the management in 

the home country, and the overall CSR policy of the firm should have a global focus. This way 

the management gives specific guidelines to their subsidiaries, and the policy can be adopted into 

all the locations of the firm. However, the global policy must arrange for local adjustments to be 

made. As mentioned in the conceptual background chapter, firms cannot solve all the social 

issues within the competitive context, but must choose those that have the most significant impact 

on the firm. Local characteristics highly affect the firm, and under implementation at the local 

level, each subsidiary should therefore adjust for specific subsidiary and market conditions. On 

the other hand, a firm’s competitive context is also affected by global conditions, and the firm 

should therefore also consider some global issues with regards to its CSR strategy. According to 

the findings in the previous chapter, this strategy has proved to be the most preferred CSR 

strategy. Nevertheless, firms have to a great extent failed within their implementation process. 

Researchers must therefore investigate why firms have been unsuccessful, and seek to understand 

how this type of strategy can best be implemented at the local level. 
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5.2.4 Relating CSR to SMEs and MNEs 

It was found that there exist conflicting findings about whether SMEs are suited to engage in 

CSR activities or not. Von Weltzien Hoivik and Melé (2009) do not consider firm size as a 

limiting factor for engaging in such activities, as long as the CSR activities both represent, and 

are aligned with, the management and firm’s values. Laudal (2011), on the other hand, stresses 

that SMEs do not have the capabilities or resources to perform successful CSR activities, and as 

long as the firm is small they are not especially visible in the community. Thus, the small firm 

lack motivation for engaging in CSR activities. It is worth mentioning that even though these two 

studies are performed in almost the same industry, they use different research methodologies. 

Von Weltzien Hoivik and Melé use a single-case study method, while Laudal uses a survey, 

which could be the reason for their conflicting findings. Von Weltzien Hoivik and Melé did 

probably choose Stormberg as case firm, as it is well-known in Norway for its socially 

responsible practice. Thus, their research shows that it is possible to be a profitable socially 

responsible SME. However, as Stormberg have a leader with very special characteristics that 

initiates the CSR activities, it is hard to generalise these findings. This is not the case for Laudal’s 

findings. He uses a survey of almost 182 managers. However, when Laudal states that CSR is 

not suited for SMEs, he refer to firms that are even smaller and less international than Stormberg. 

This could mean that their findings are somehow only partly conflicting, but still their points of 

view are very different. 

 

Further research is needed to elaborate how firm size and degree of internationalisation affects a 

firm's ability to develop a CSR strategy. To find support for Laudal’s suggested development of 

firms (2011), research must examine SMEs with both different degree of size and 

internationalisation. In addition, an investigation of how being either a SME or MNE affects the 

outcomes of the CSR strategy should be performed. For example, will both types of firms be able 

to solve the social issues they seek to address? An assumption could be that MNEs can have a 

greater positive impact on the society, as their actions can reach out more people and that they 

may be in a better economic position to perform such activities. Another outcome of the CSR 

strategy will be its effect on the firm's business performance and market position. Can both SMEs 

and MNEs develop CSR strategies that results in a competitive advantage? Even though a MNE 

might have the resources available as well as the incentives to engage in CSR, it is not certain 

that it will manage to develop a competitive advantage. In large international firms there could 

be challenges related to understanding the different local social issues that will affect the firms’ 

competitiveness. In addition, there could be several challenges related to implementation and 

control of a CSR strategy in a large firm, due to complexity, opportunistically behaviour among 

employees, and cultural differences. 

 

It is not certain, however, that the debate around SMEs and MNEs are at all related to firm size 

and degree of internationalisation. It could be that the firms’ age is just as much an important 

factor to investigate. Von Weltzien Hoivik and Melé’s (2009) findings are based on a case firm 

that had social responsibility as an important value from its inception. As the firm has evolved, 

taking social responsibility into the decision-making process has been completely natural for the 

firm. Older and more well-established MNEs, on the other hand, may experience larger 
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difficulties when trying to change the practices of the firms to become socially responsible. This 

is largely due to their already well-established business culture integrated in operations all around 

in the big and complex organisation, operating in multiple countries. To gain a competitive 

advantage through CSR activities, a thorough change is needed, which will demand the entire 

firm to adopt a new way of thinking. The history has shown that this can be done, however, such 

MNEs have experienced a sort of crisis and attention from the society, which gave them no other 

choice than to change. It would be interesting to investigate to what extent a well-established 

MNE successfully can implement a CSR strategy throughout the firm, that are initiated only 

because the management has decided that it is ‘the right thing to do’. 

5.3 Implications 

5.3.1 Implications for management 

One implication for managers derived from the findings of this study is that of managers’ 

attitudes towards CSR activities. As mentioned above, findings show that many managers and 

firms engage in CSR activities in order to satisfy stakeholders or other external pressures, rather 

than in order to ‘do good’ and be a socially responsible actor in the local communities in which 

they operate. Firms therefore only do what is expected of them and minimise their effort on the 

matter. If managers’ focus on CSR was rather that of doing good, they might initiate more, or 

better, CSR activities, which in turn can lead to a better local community. Furthermore, the 

literature review revealed that managers very often considered CSR activities as a cost factor 

only, and not as the opportunity that they can represent. It is evident that CSR can lead to 

innovation, internationalisation, and increased business performance, as well as other benefits 

for the firm (e.g. Carrasco-Monteagudo and Buendía-Martínez, 2013; von Weltzien Hoivik and 

Melé, 2009). Therefore, by acknowledging the opportunities that CSR can represent, firms may 

gain advantages leading to better business performance instead of increased costs. 

 

Another major implication for managers is one related to the development of CSR strategies. It 

is evident that managers today either use the inside-out or the outside-in perspective when 

considering which CSR activities to engage in. Taking only an outside-in approach most often 

result in CSR activities that lie outside their main business area and value chain, giving no more 

benefits than, at best, better reputation. Darnall, Henriques and Sadorsky (2008) revealed that 

firms that are mainly driven by their resources and capabilities obtain a better business 

performance than those that are driven by institutional pressures. However, taking only an inside-

out approach can result in CSR activities originated in their resource base that do not affect 

external factors which possibly could have improved the competitiveness of the firm. As 

previously discussed, managers should therefore consider both the inside-out and outside-in 

perspective when developing CSR strategies, so the management can deliberately choose to solve 

those social issues for which the firm is best suited. Hence, they can use CSR as a factor of 

competitive advantage, where the CSR activities are incorporated in the firm’s daily activities. 

 

Another implication for managers concerning the development process of the CSR strategy is 

that of which people are involved in the process. Most often the strategies are developed by 
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certain leaders in the home country, before key stakeholders are to review and comment on the 

proposal. Consequently, usually no local leader or employee have their say in the firm’s CSR 

policy, limiting it to contain only elements that the home country management are aware of, or 

elements that they consider important for the firm. Important local issues are thus most often not 

considered within the overall firm policy. As mentioned earlier, implementation of global 

strategies at the local level have frequently resulted in solution of universal social problems, even 

though the subsidiaries could adjust for host country and market-specific characteristics. It is 

therefore important that managers invite local leaders to participate within the development 

process, so that arrangements for local adjustments can better be made within the global policy. 

5.3.2 Implication for policy-makers 

Both Chen and Bouvain (2009) and Christmann and Taylor (2006) argue that many MNEs only 

perform CSR activities due to what is expected of them from different regulations and the society 

as a whole. This is a consequence of the way they consider CSR as a cost, and a cut in this activity 

is a possibility to increase profits. Due to this, it is important that international organisations and 

local governments have strict regulations and clear rules for controlling MNEs’ actions around 

the world. A general definition of CSR should be developed, so there is no confusion or 

possibility for firms to twist regulations more in their favour, rather than the social society’s. As 

MNEs operate in different parts of the world, it is important that regulations have a global effect. 

It is shown that acting socially responsible can be quite difficult in some countries, especially 

where the local government do not care for these actions (Wiig and Kolstad, 2010). International 

organisations and governments in countries with well-established CSR policies should therefore 

try to help and demand more of local governments, as well as MNEs operating in those countries. 

It is not certain that MNEs act socially irresponsible on purpose, it could also be that firms do 

not know how to deal with the local government or the business culture. If international regulators 

identify MNEs that act socially irresponsible, they should try to give them help and advice on 

how to deal with local challenges. Local governments and organisations may be able to help as 

well, and give MNEs necessary insight to deal with social issues within different locations. 

 

Christmann and Taylor (2006) also find that firms choose the quality of implementation of their 

CSR strategy dependent on customer preference, customer monitoring, and expected sanctions 

by customers. As a consequence, it is beneficial that the customers engage in the debate on CSR 

and demand to buy products from firms that are acting in a socially responsible way. To achieve 

this engagement from the customers, both government and non-governmental organisations 

should seek to develop awareness campaigns, so that the customers can put a pressure on the 

firms. In addition, some systems can be made, that easily give the customer information about 

how socially responsible a firm is. Many firms today communicate how they take social 

responsibility in some way or another, but they are not always telling the entire story. Therefore, 

an objective categorisation of firms’ total social impact could be made to be visible to all who 

have an interest in the firm or the consequences of its actions. This not an easy task, and some 

aspects of this exist today, but there is a need for a categorisation that considers all aspects of 

MNEs’ social consequences throughout its value chain. 
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6. Conclusion 
After reviewing, analysing, and comparing the studies within the literature entailing CSR in 

relation to international business, we have provided an extensive overview of this field. We have 

also provided an understanding of how this field has been addressed by researchers. It is found 

that CSR in combination with international business is a relatively new research field, and which 

is still emerging. Most often the stakeholder theory, institutional theory, or the RBV have been 

used to address the field. Five main areas of research focus are defined: drivers for CSR activities, 

governance to ensure CSR, global and local CSR strategies, CSR best practices, and relating CSR 

to SMEs and MNEs. Furthermore, four topics are identified that are underdeveloped, 

unaddressed, or reveal conflicting findings, and thus need further research.  

 

The topic concerning drivers of behind MNEs’ CSR strategies is found to have received most 

attention within the literature, and the topic is usually addressed by using an outside-in approach. 

As a result, institutional pressures and stakeholder influence are highly investigated, suggesting 

that firms engage in CSR only to do what is expected and wanted of them by external actors. 

However, no study takes both the inside-out and outside-in approach simultaneously, when 

considering these drivers. Consequently, it is believed that additional factors may affect firms’ 

choice of CSR strategy. Further research should consider both approaches simultaneously in 

order to provide a more holistic view of the drivers of MNEs’ CSR strategies. 

 

No literature has investigated how CSR can be used strategically by MNEs to gain competitive 

advantage. Even though it is argued that this is an important subject for all actors interested in 

CSR and international business, the economic consequences from engaging in CSR have not 

been the main topic of any study investigated. Further research must investigate the economic 

and market-position related consequences of MNEs’ engagement in CSR, as well as whether it 

is possible to strategically use CSR in order to achieve a long-term competitive advantage.  

 

It is found that several contributions to the global-local debate concerning CSR strategies have 

been made, however, conflicting findings make it difficult to conclude on whether a global or 

local CSR strategy is best suited for MNEs. Further research is proposed on this subject. 

Conflicting findings are also found regarding the relations between CSR and SMEs and MNEs, 

and whether firm size and degree of internationalisation have an impact in a firm’s ability and 

suitability to engage in CSR activities. Thus, further research is also needed within this area.  
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